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EDITOR’SVIEW
New media for a new era

T

he rise of Asia as the world’s manufacturing centre places
the supply chain industry here on the front lines of the
globalisation phenomenon and ensures the growing
importance of its role in global market economics.
For supply chain professionals in the region, this means
living in exciting and challenging times. Globalisation promises
opportunities impossible as recently as a decade ago; but these
are cloaked in a host of new challenges characterized by economic,
political and cultural disconnects.
The Supply Chain Asia community was established to help
supply chain professionals in Asia negotiate and overcome these
challenges. Its mission is to serve the industry through products
that deliver top quality information and create the necessary links to
bridge the disconnects emerging as countries in the region integrate
more closely with one another and with other continents. It is a new
media solution for a new era; one that implicitly understands its
industry and Asia, as well as the modern tools and processes for
delivering information and generating discussion.
In just a few short years, the Supply Chain Asia forum has
developed to become unquestionably the leading event of its
kind in the region. The success of the forum is primarily due to
continuing dialogue with the industry through the Supply Chain
Asia community, which allows for the generation of the right kind
of information and the know-how to deliver that information in the
kind of format that will generate interest and response.
Supply Chain Asia magazine expands this successful model
into print media format. With the support of the community it
will become the primary journal to track, lead and inform on the
development of the supply chain industry in Asia. Like the forum,
the magazine is fully open to the community, and is a platform
for communication, connection and collaboration to develop
opportunities from the challenges presented by this dynamic
industry.
Going forward, our awards, which will take place in Hong Kong
in November, will also differentiate itself by demonstrating an
unrivalled knowledge of Asia’s logistics and supply chain sector in
its choice and celebration of leading innovators and best practice
companies.
Although a modern, specialist media company, Supply Chain
Asia is ﬁrst and foremost a community for the industry. Its success
to date is a result of the support shown by the industry through
participation in its various events and products and involvement
in its committees and councils.
This participation is vital to its continuing success, and I can’t
stress how much we both appreciate and encourage your continuing
contacts and support as we take this exciting venture forward.
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FOUNDER/PRESIDENT’SMESSAGE
Asia’s ﬁrst supply chain magazine

I

t’s been several months in the planning but we have
ﬁnally come up with our own magazine. We hope this
will become another meaningful Supply Chain Asia
platform designed to bridge the gaps between supply chain
professionals working throughout the region.
Supply Chain Asia’s vision is one of communication,
connectivity and collaboration. We believe that disparities
in knowledge in Asia are due to the inability to access quality
content and information resources on the industry. We are
creating a structure that will bring knowledge and content
to professionals striving to excel in this highly dynamic and
exciting industry.

Supply Chain Asia magazine is designed to cover issues
and challenges affecting the industry in Asia. We will work
with local agencies, universities, associations, societies,
industry professionals and top industry journalists to ensure
there is a balance of content that will beneﬁt the industry
as a whole.
We look forward to your support in making this magazine
a success and in making Supply Chain Asia the community
of choice for all of you.
Happy reading.

Paul Lim
Founder/President
Supply Chain Asia
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INFRASTRUCTURE UPDATE
DEVELOPMENTS

China PMI shows
signs of overheat in
export economy
Manufacturing activity in China grew by
its highest level in over two years in May,
with expansion in output, new orders and
employment, according to the CLSA China
Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI).
The Index – which aggregates a variety of
data into a single ﬁgure to provide a picture
of the manufacturing environment in the
country – expanded to 54.1 from 53.3 in April,
its highest level since April 2005 and indicative
of a ‘robust expansion’ in manufacturing,
CLSA said.
“China’s commercial banks continue to
ignore pleas to restrain lending just as its
local governments ignore pleas to restrain
spending. Accelerated monetary tightening
measures should be expected over the next
six months as Beijing ﬁghts to regain control

of its overheating economy,” said CLSA Chief
Economist, Dr Jim Walker.
Walker said signs of overheating were also
appearing in Chinese export activity, with a
gradual pick-up in export price rises over the
past six months and over 12% of manufacturers
reporting export price rises in May.
The report noted new orders for both
the domestic and foreign markets rose to a
twenty-ﬁve month high; while production rose
for the eighteenth successive month and at its
strongest pace in two years.
The CLSA PMI is based on data compiled
from monthly replies to questionnaires sent
to purchasing executives at more than 400
industrial companies. A reading above 50
reﬂects expansion, while a reading below 50
reﬂects contraction.

Dubai mega-project
to open in Q2 2008
Dubai’s new World Central International
Airport – part of what will be the world’s
largest freighter airport and cargo hub
– will begin operations by the middle of
next year, according to Sheikh Ahmed
bin Saeed Al Maktoum, President of the
Emirates’ Department of Civil Aviation,
Located at Jebel Ali, 40km from Dubai
city centre, the ﬁrst of six runways at the
airport will be completed in October, said
the Sheikh.
“The progress, achieved in just
over a year, is a reﬂection of the Dubai
Government’s commitment to the region’s
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burgeoning aviation infrastructure
development,” he said.
Together with the adjacent Dubai
Logistics City (DLC) and Jebel Ali Port
and Free Zone, the US$8.2bn airport
will be part of a massive integrated
multimodal logistics platform served by
all transport modes. Logistics companies
have so far reserved 3.6m sq m out of an
available 11m of DLC, 30% of the land
area, said CEO Michael Profﬁtt.
On completion, the airport will be able
to handle 12m tonnes of cargo annually
and 120-150m passengers.

Nokia ranked top
of supply chain
excellence survey
Boston-based AMR Research has ranked
Nokia top of its third annual Supply Chain
Top 25 Report.
“As a pioneer in value chain strategy,
Nokia has led in supplier development,
sales and operations planning, and
collaborative product development,” said
the June report which measures superior
supply chain capability and performance
based on public ﬁnancial data and polling
based opinion assessment.
Computer-maker Apple was ranked
second in the report, which said Apple’s
“unparalleled demand-shaping capability
lets its supply chain record excellent
results without sweating costs like
everyone else.”
Return on assets, revenue growth and
inventory turns are taken into account in
the rankings, as well as a peer poll and
AMR research, with companies ranked in
the Top 25 consistently outperforming the
Dow Jones Industrial Average, the S&P 500
and the NASDAQ.
The top ten companies in the report
are: Nokia, Apple, Proctor & Gamble,
IBM, Toyota Motor, Wal-Mart Stores,
Anheuser Busch, Tescon, Best Buy and
Samsung Electronics.

Menlo acquires
Cougar
Menlo Worldwide announced the signing of
a deﬁnitive agreement for the acquisition
of Cougar Logistics Corporation for
US$33.9m. The deal price includes a
$28.2m cash payment and the assumption
of $5.7m in debt.
Cougar is a Singapore-based freight
forwarding, warehousing, logistics and
distribution management company, with
personnel, facilities and operations in
Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand. The
company has a client base of nearly 200
Asia-based and global businesses and
booked $23m in revenues in its last
fiscal year.
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INFRASTRUCTURE UPDATE
DEVELOPMENTS

• Dell, the company that pioneered direct
sale of PCs over the telephone and internet,
started selling desktop computers in 3000
Walmart stores in June. The move was
anticipated after the leaking of a memo from
Michael Dell to his staff in April saying: “the
direct model has been a revolution but it is
not a religion”.
• Solectron Corporation and Flextronics
International announced a deﬁnitive
agreement for Flextronics to acquire
Solectron in a stock and cash transaction
estimated at US$3.6bn. Operating in 35
countries, with a combined workforce of
200,000, the combined company’s annual
revenues will exceed $30bn.

UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA

EGL, Inc. and CEVA Group Plc, owned
by Apollo private equity, announced they
have signed a deﬁnitive merger agreement.
CEVA will acquire EGL for US$2bn. EGL’s
shareholders will receive $47.50 per share in
cash. The transaction is subject to regulatory
approval and expected to close in the third
quarter of 2007.

NETHERLAND
The head of the European Federation of
Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations
said a test scheme of complex bar codes
and tamper-resistant packaging would be
introduced to help stop counterfeit trade in
medicines. Arthur Higgins said the new secure
supply-chain system would be operational in
one country during 2008 and rolled out to other
markets after that.

Brazil
Penske Logistics and ABX Logistics announced
the formation of a new joint venture in Brazil.
The companies will each take a 50% stake
in the new venture, ABX-Penske Air & Sea.
Penske and ABX announced a strategic global
alliance in September 2006.
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EU

INFRASTRUCTURE
DEVELOPMENTS
UPDATE

DS

UROPE

Swift Freight
said it reserved
28,800sq m
of space for a
logistics centre
at the Jebel Ali
Free Zone. Swift
said it would
also have an
additional 25,000
sq m airside
facility at the
city’s new World
Central Airport to
provide smooth
air connectivity
for shipments.

Shanghai Port overtook Hong Kong to become
the world’s second largest container port in the
ﬁrst quarter of 2007, according to Chinese state
media. Shanghai Port processed 5.9m teus in
the ﬁrst three months of the year, while Hong
Kong handled around 5.5m in the same period.
Singapore remains the world’s largest container
port, handling some 6.6m teus in Q1, a rise of
14% over the same period last year
year.

DUBAI
OMAN
BDP International announced the
launch of operations in Oman
in a joint venture with Mustafa
Sultan Enterprises LLC. The new
company will be known as M/s
Arshhiya Logistics LLC and will
offer services like international
freight forwarding, customs
brokerage, air, ocean and ground
transportation.

The government announced a
W405trn investment to create
a uniﬁed North Asian logistics
and distribution market by 2019.
The move aims to make South
Korea a leading player in the
integration of Northeast Asia’s
logistics markets, with the Trans
Siberian and Trans Korean
railways crossing North Korea a
major part of the plan.

S.KOREA

CHINA
National carrier Air India commenced all-cargo
operations on June 15. Two freighters started
serving routes into Frankfurt and Paris, with
more destinations to be added as the number
of carriers increases.

JAPAN
TAIWAN

INDIA

Prime Minister
Datuk Seri
Abdullah
announced plans
to construct
logistics parks
throughout
the country
speciﬁcally aimed
at companies
operating in the
halal industry.
According to
Badawi, the
facilities will
provide a variety
of logistics and
distribution
services aimed at
maintaining the
integrity of halal
supply chains.
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MALAYSIA

Singapore
Customs launched
a new programme
to strengthen
and safeguard
the security of
supply chain
operations. The
voluntary Secure
Trade Partnership
Programme
spells out a set
of guidelines
and goals for the
security measures
of different players
in the supply chain.

Toshiba Corp, the world’s
fourth-largest maker of
notebook computers,
said ending a six-year old
exclusive agreement with
Intel Corp by using Advanced
Micro Devices Inc (AMD)
microprocessors in some
of its laptops would help it
to cut procurement costs.
Japan’s Nikkei wire reported
the company would cut its
parts-procurement costs by
more than 10% by using AMD
chips in 20% of its notebook
computers.

Evergreen Line launched a Straits-Red Sea
Shuttle (SRS) service in conjunction with Cosco
Container Lines (COSCON). The carriers have
committed two 1200 teu ships to the service,
which covers Singapore - Port of Tanjung Pelepas
- Jeddah - Port Sudan - Hodeidah - Singapore.

AUSTRALIA
Toll Holdings received approval from the Supreme
Court of Victoria to split the company into
two separately listed companies. The scheme
became effective 5 th June 2007, and Toll’s
ordinary shares and the new Asciano stapled
securities are now trading separately on the
Australian Stock Exchange.

July/August 2007 Supply Chain Asia
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INFRASTRUCTURE UPDATE
TRANSPORTERS

Transport faces a
green storm
MATTHEW FLYNN looks at how the emission debate is
clouding the skies for the containership industry.

F

or a major retailer such as Ikea, transport
accounts for 80% of its carbon footprint.
These and other companies that wish
to polish their green credentials are naturally
targeting container shipping as the most
obvious place to trim carbon contributions.
Shipping is now in the cross hairs of
public opinion and container shipping is
under particular scrutiny considering that
it is the most visible of all sectors and ship
calls are concentrated in densely populated
discharge and load ports.
The irony here of course is that looser
environmental standards in China and Asia
have in many cases been as attractive a lure
as low labour costs in the decade’s enormous
shift of manufacturing to the region.
These goods are now being shipped
to developed markets and facing a hue
of public outcry over environmental
production standards as well as emissions
from containerships and container trucks.
Switches to cleaner fuels and/or
mechanical abatement methods will add
enormous costs to the supply chain. Global
retailers have already begun work on greening
their packaging and manufacturing. The
next stage of scrutiny is transport logistics
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elements of container shipping, air cargo
and trucking.
International shipping is regulated by
the United Nations through the International
Maritime Organization (IMO). SecretaryGeneral Efthimios Mitropoulos has said that
the Bulk Liquids and Gases Sub-committee
will establish an expert panel to take an indepth look at all ship emissions, including
CO2. Emissions like SOx, NOx and particulate
matter are by-products of combustion
that can be captured and treated. CO2 is a
function of a chemical reaction which results
from burning fossil fuels. It cannot be abated,
only prevented.
The BLG sub-committee had been due
to discuss revisions to IMO emission rules
in terms of SOx, NOx and particulate matter
emissions, but the growing emphasis on
managing greenhouse gas emissions meant
a new holistic approach became necessary.
The stakes for all are substantial.
International Chamber of Shipping
Marine Director Peter Hinchliffe said the

IMO discussions will have “billion-dollar
implications for the global industry.”
Knut Dohlie, business director for
containerships at classification society
Det Norske Veritas (DNV) remarked at a
recent conference in Hong Kong that, “The
container industry is facing two risks. One
is actually this storm over environmental
issues, both the real problems of dirty air
and, just as importantly, the threat of global
warming. The other risk is the business risk of
adopting mitigating technology measures.”
Non-environmentally friendly ships and
operations will be penalized through carbon
(CO2) pricing, and the industry will see new
regulations that will take it by surprise, said
the executive.
The timing of the DNV forum in Hong
Kong in March was particularly appropriate,
considering that many of the participants
would have read the morning paper that
day in which a local think tank had released
a scientiﬁc study that concluded that local
marine pollution can be blamed for the city’s
pollution. Food for thought in a city that is
choking on the success of its position in the
global supply chain.
The March 21 report, released by
the Institute for the Environment at the
Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology and Civic Exchange, showed
that local sources, such as ship emissions,

INFRASTRUCTURE
TRANSPORTERS
UPDATE

❝NYK reinforced its efforts
to gather such information
because of the growing
environmental agenda among
its client base. Leading
manufacturers of precision
machinery and electronics,
for example, request data
such as the amount of carbon
dioxide that would be emitted
for each shipment of goods.❞
are the primary inﬂuence on Hong Kong’s
air quality 53% of the time, compared to
36% of the time for regional sources, with
the remaining 11% of the time classiﬁed as
low-pollution.
Aviation carbon dioxide emissions have
hitherto been at the forefront of the climate
change debate. This is no longer the case and
shipping is now under intense scrutiny.
Emissions are already regulated under
the International Maritime Organisation
through the Marpol Rules under Annex VI,
which entered into force on 19 May 2005
and sets limits on sulphur oxide (SOx) and
nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions from ship
exhausts, and prohibits deliberate emissions
of ozone-depleting substances. Maritime
CO2 emissions are not covered by the Kyoto
Accord or international maritime rules, and
studies suggest there will be a 75% rise in
such emissions in the next 15 years as trade
grows in volume.
The easiest way to reduce CO2 is to
reduce energy consumption, and shipping
then starts looking like a truly better choice
than road or rail.

“Shipping is environmentally friendly”and
is, “an answer to the greenhouse problem, not
the problem,” said Arthur Bowring, managing
director of the Hong Kong Shipowners
Association, at a recent CSR Asia seminar.
The Hong Kong Shipowners Association
has led the call to get a global cap on sulphur
content in the fuel used onboard as well as
switching fuel types from residual to distillate
fuel - a campaign that is now being discussed
by the IMO.
“The environment will be the largest
single issue that our industry will have to face
over the coming years,” said Bowring.
“We burn crap on our ships,” conceded
Bowring. “The end of the reﬁning cycle, the
residue; one step up from the asphalt you
put on roads.”
Shipping lines have already moved to
establish their environmental credentials
For example, in 2003, NYK Group began
using a system that collects data from about
500 ships worldwide, including speed,
fuel consumption, distance travelled and
weather.
NYK reinforced its efforts to gather
such information because of the growing
environmental agenda among its client
base. Leading manufacturers of precision
machinery and electronics, for example,
request data such as the amount of carbon
dioxide that would be emitted for each
shipment of goods.
In April 2007, NYK announced it will
deploy thirty-eight ships of its container
vessel ﬂeet with Alternative Maritime Power
(AMP) technology over the next few years
at a cost of $22m. AMP technology allows
a vessel to shut down the onboard diesel
power generators while at berth and connect
directly to more environmentally friendly
shore-side electrical power. Utilizing shore
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power while at dockside signiﬁcantly reduces
and almost eliminates the vessel’s emission
of gases which contain pollutants such as
carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrogen oxide (NOx),
sulfur oxide (SOx) and particulate matter
(PM). The energy to create the electricity
would, however, create these pollutants at
another location.
In terms of tonnage carried, shipping
has the lowest impact on the environment.
But this is a weak defence against world
opinion.
There is already precedent amongst
major manufacturers, retailers, and
s h i p p i n g t o m e a s u re t h e c a r b o n /
pollution footprint of containerized
shipments.
This initiative was institutionalized
in the ‘Clean Cargo Environmental
Performance Survey’ for shippers to gauge
their carriers’ environmental management
performance, and also to address the
environmental impacts of their ocean-going
transportation. The survey was developed
in 2003 by members of the Business for
Responsibility’s Clean Cargo Group, a
worldwide committee consisting of
multinational corporations who have
voluntarily developed environmental
guidelines for ocean transportation.
The Clean Cargo Group participants
to g e t h e r re p re s e nt a p p rox i m ate l y
33% of containerized cargo carriers
and 20% of the top fifty US importers of
containerized cargo by volume.
Clean Cargo Working Group members
include big name shippers such Chiquita
Hewlett Packard, Home Depot, IKEA, L.L.
Bean, and Mattel.
For companies driven by global sourcing
agendas then, container shipping will be one
of the most obvious targets.
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Greener supply chains around the corner
An online Supply Chain Asia industry survey conducted over the month of April indicates green
issues are far from a priority in regional supply chain operations; but 90% of respondents believe
this will change substantially over the coming decade.
The survey received a strong response,
including a handful of slightly heated
emails from the US stating that the carbon
emission issue has been hi-jacked in some
areas to undermine America’s economic
position.
The purpose of the survey was to gauge
whether environmental concern – which
has received enormous proﬁle over the past
year – has started to affect supply chain
operations in the region.

According to respondents, which include
a mix of shippers, LSPs and professional
service vendors for the industry, the answer
to this central question is resoundingly
negative. However, sub-questions on issues
such as whether measures are being taken
by companies to green their supply chains,
reveal the issue is creeping into business
transactions at some level. Additionally, some
90% of respondents believe it will become
more important in the coming decade.

RESPONDENT BREAKDOWN BY BUSINESS TYPE

Supply Chain
Consultant
24%
LSPs / Transport
Operators
24%

Others
7%

9%

8%

83%

}No. Environmental issues take a back seat to proﬁt making in Asia. In addition,
the issue of corruption makes it is easy for companies to buy permits and
environmental clearances.~
}No. Asia is a growing market mainly ﬁlled with smaller manufacturers. Most
people/companies are looking for quick proﬁts and rapid growth and in that
process compromise on environmental factors.~
b. Do you believe environmental concerns will become more
important in the operation of supply chains in Asia in the
coming decade?
4%
6%

Yes – 90%
No – 4%
Don’t know / spoilt /
non-applicable – 6%
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}I think as businesses in rapidly growing markets begin to understand the
need to obtain sustainable proﬁts, they will develop a responsibility to the
global environment.This [responsibility] will likely be forced through government
environmental regulation (pressure from the international community), and in
some areas, through FDI and joint ventures that have already adopted ‘green’
as part of their objectives. PR will also play a part.~
}Absolutely. This will become as big an issue for manufacturers as child
labour did before. I foresee new and near mandatory accreditations and
hopefully a commoditization of the issue to something that is de facto in
the industry – rather than the bandwagon it is presently.~

Shippers
45%

a. Do you think environmental concerns are taken into account
in the majority of supply chain operations in Asia at the
moment?
No – 83%
Yes – 8%
Don’t know / spoilt /
non-applicable – 9%

Some countries are perceived as
ahead of others on the issue, with Japan
overwhelmingly perceived as the leader in
green supply chain practices in the region.
China is perceived as the country that will
have the most diﬃculty coming to grips with
building green concerns into its supply chain
processes.
The following are the survey results
including some quotations from
respondents.*

c. In which Asian countries do you think consumers are most
concerned that the products they purchase have been
produced in an environmentally-friendly manner, including
the operation of green supply chains?
Japan – 70% *
Singapore – 30%
South Korea – 20%
Hong Kong – 15%
Taiwan /
Malaysia – 12%
Most respondents listed more than one country
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d. In which Asian countries do you think it will take some time
before green supply chains are commonplace?
China – 70%
Indonesia – 32%
India – 26%
Vietnam – 26%
Philippines / Thailand /
Malaysia – 17%
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0

}China and India for sure, although I believe China will be a major player in
this space simply because it has the intellect, capital and innovative drive to
be able to capitalize on the pool of money to be made in the market.~

Some of our satisfied customers ...

SSI SCHAEFER Systems —

The World’s largest supplier of Industrial Storage
System
According to the annual ranking of the largest material handling systems supplier by Modern
Materials Handling – a US trade publication, Schaefer Holdings International GmbH emerged
ﬁrst on the list of Top 20’s with an worldwide revenue of US$1.986 billion. With its headquarter
in Neunkirchen, Germany, SSI SCHAEFER is a leading supplier of a comprehensive range of
high-quality storage systems with 16 production sites on 3 continents and represented over 50
countries worldwide.
Making the list: To be eligible for Modern’s ranking, companies must have a presence in North America and must be suppliers of materials
handling systems, manufacturing at least two major handling system components. The companies must also employ full-time staffs that design,
install, integrate and implement systems that include two or more equipment types. These equipment types include transportation devices,
storage and staging equipment, picking units, sortation systems, data capture technologies, software and controls. Rankings are based on
worldwide revenues from materials handling systems contracts during each company’s 2006 ﬁscal year. Because of variances in the ﬁscal
years of the top 20 companies, some of the 2006 sales ﬁgures are estimated.

Schaefer Systems International Pte Ltd
73 Tuas Ave 1, Singapore 639512
Phone +65/ 6863 0168
Fax
+65/ 6863 0288
eMail singapore@ssi-schaefer.sg
www.ssi-schaefer.sg

The SCHAEFER Group
FRITZ SCHAEFER GMBH - Neunkirchen, Germany

SCHAEFER in Asia

Since its inception in 1937 by Mr. Fritz Schäfer, SSI SCHAEFER has been one of the
world’s leading suppliers of a comprehensive range of high-quality storage systems
for warehouses, manufacturing plants and commercial ofﬁces, and includes a whole
range of systems and containers for the waste-handling and recycling sector.

SSI Schaefer has operated in Asia for more than
22 years, and now has 12 ofﬁces in 11 countries
covering Middle East, China, Australia, Singapore,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Philippines, Hong
Kong, Vietnam and Korea.

With 16 production sites on 3 continents and represented in over 50 countries
worldwide, SSI SCHAEFER is a stable, privately-owned company with more than 70
years of proud heritage. It is also the world’s single largest supplier of industrial
storage systems.

SSI SCHAEFER NOELL GMBH - Giebelstadt, Germany
SSI SCHAEFER NOELL GMBH in Giebelstadt, Germany
designs and implementsintegrated logistics systems.
Acting as the general contractor, SSI SCHAEFER
NOELL has completed over 300 systems worldwide.
Our capabilities include system design and consulting,
implementation of turn-key installations, as well as
customer oriented after sales service and maintenance packages.

SSI SCHAEFER PEEM GMBH - Graz, Austria
SSI SCHAEFER PEEM GMBH in Graz, Austria, focuses on
modular picking applications.
SSI SCHAEFER PEEM plans, develops and manufactures
highly dynamic conveyor systems for bins and cardboard
boxes as well as automated order fulﬁlment systems.

The regional headquarter was ﬁrst established in
Singapore back in
1984. SSI Schaefer
now mostly supplies directly from its state of art
manufacturing plants situated in Malaysia and China,
in order to maintain price competitiveness and meet
tight project datelines. The company is full equipped
to design, install, integrate and implement storage
solutions for projects of various magnitudes.

SCHAEFER in Singapore
SSI SCHAEFER Singapore is well-established and
well trusted in the local market, with many local
and MNC customers such as Sankyu, Mercedes
Benz, Regent Motors, Borneo Motors, Kimberly
Clark, SDV and IDS Logistics.
With a wholly-owned manufacturing plant just
an-hour drive away across the border, in Simpang
Renggam, Johor - SSI SCHAEFER Singapore is at its best position to provide the
most efﬁcient solutions to our customers at the best possible value. Constant
product developements and strict adherence to industry safety standards are also
critical factors contributing to our victory.

Why SCHAEFER?
Quality Products & Management

Product Development
Many years
of operating
throughout
the world has
provided us
with the skills
to develop,
manufacture,
install and
commission
project
installations.

Investment
in modern
plant and
advanced production technology; strict quality
control and inspection procedures ensures that
all SSI Schaefer products are sure to meet the
international standards such as FEM 10.02.02,
AS 1250, AS 4084, SEMA codes and ISO 9001
compliance.

short implementation time.

The power of innovation in the
marketplace means new ideas
and solutions by developing and
improving the products to provide
better value-add to the customers. SSI
Schaefer’s R&D team is constantly
on their heels to discover new and
better ways to construct stronger and
better storage systems, with the latest
technologies available.

From simple picking
applications and pallet
conveyor systems, to highly
automated storage and
retrieval machines - SSI
Schaefer has all that you
need under one roof!

Dynamic Logistics Systems
In times when efﬁcient logistics are
decisive for a company’s success on the
market, SSI Schaefer can help to provide
the essential assistance: ideas, concepts,
and holistic solutions for a complex
logistics management.
With the combined expertise of a powerful group of companies,
and experiences derived from over 300 worldwide installations,
customers can be assured of the highest quality standards and
maximum proﬁtability as a result of optimized planning and
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e. Are you currently aware of initiatives by any government
in Asia that will help to make supply chains more
environmentally-friendly? If so, can you please name the
government and brieﬂy give some details of the initiative?

h. Has your organization taken any measures in the past six
months to make its logistics/supply chain processes more
environmentally-friendly? If so, can you brieﬂy state what
measures you have taken in this regard?

Yes – 53%
No – 39%
Don’t know/non-applicable/
spoilt – 8%

No – 34%
Yes – 34%
Don’t know/non-applicable/
spoilt – 32% ;

8%

39%

53%

}Yes. The Green Logistics Partnership Meeting supported by the Japanese
government and hosted by the Japan Institute of Logistics Systems. It promotes
the creation of shipper and transport operator partnerships to reduce CO2
by using more rail or consolidating small warehouses.~
}Yes. The Philippines’ government has launched a government procurement
act that seeks to promote and incorporate environmental concerns into
government procurement policies.~

}Yes. We measure the amount of CO2 exhausted by our trucks for major
clients. We calculate and submit that number to our clients. The amount is
computed by our system using the shipping instructions submitted by our
clients.~
i.

}I understand China is implementing regulations through use of an investment
approval process.The relevant EPA authority has the right of veto in the process
if certain environmental conditions aren’t met.~

No – 45%
Yes – 29%
Don’t know/non-applicable/
spoilt – 26%

f.

Are your customers concerned with your level of
environmental awareness?
17%

No – 44%
Yes – 39%
Don’t know/non-applicable/
spoilt – 17%

39%
44%

g. Is environmental awareness a factor you take into account
when your company contracts a supplier?
No – 37%
Yes – 35%
Don’t know/non-applicable/
spoilt – 28%

37%
35%

28%

}Since law enforcement in Japan is strict, our subcontractors, i.e. small trucking
companies, have to buy new model trucks. This will be ﬁnancially tough for
them…many smaller carriers will be forced out of the industry due to the
ﬁnancial strain.~
}Yes. As a company that sources and uses partners in Asia, we are concerned
that their environmental record is in line with acceptable international
‘standards’.~

Have you invested money in the past six months, or
earmarked funds, to make your supply chain operations
more ‘green’? If so, can you please indicate how much you
have invested/earmarked?
29%
45%

26%

}About US$800,000 to replace trucks with new models.~
}Yes, we invested the equivalent of US$200,000 to upgrade our waste water
facilities.~
}We are planning to use paper self-adhesive re-seal tape in our warehousing
operation. Once existing PVC adhesive pre-printed stocks are ﬁnished, we will
switch over to paper-based tape.~
j.

}Some of our larger customers acknowledge that our company produces
environmentally friendly products and that there are beneﬁts to be gained
by using them.~

32%

34%

}Yes, it is a continuing process: less vehicle movements; optimizing shipments;
more recycled packaging; elimination of plastics and other non-degradables
in packing etc.These are some of the measures we are taking.~

}Singapore, Hong Kong and Malaysia all have [environmental] recognition
programmes... relief for going green on public vehicles is a great start…moving
this to smaller delivery vehicles with the likes of DHL, UPS and so on would
make sense but could be prohibitively expensive.~

}Singapore introduced low sulphur diesel and is also trying to phase out some
controlled chemicals like methyl bromide gradually to gain compliance with
some international conventions.~

34%

Does your company measure the emissions from your
transportation ﬂeet and seek to reduce them or, if you are a
shipper, do you request that your logistics vendors do so? If
so, can you please describe brieﬂy your process for ensuring
emission reductions from the transportation ﬂeets used to
move your goods?
31%

No – 44%
Yes – 25%
Don’t know/non-applicable/
spoilt – 31%

25%

44%

}Only as it relates to legal limits during normal checks – but moves are afoot.
Our calculations are averages of averages presently but we have a model that
calibrates using actuals over time.~
}We do; by reducing the number of vehicles going to customers. Instead of
using separate vehicles, we optimize by using a single vehicle for multiple
places so that fewer vehicle trips are required.~
*Supply Chain Asia has details of all respondents. The views expressed are not necessarily
shared by Supply Chain Asia and have not been independently veriﬁed
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Growth in outsourcing of manufacturing and the increasing sophistication of the supply
chain sector mean opportunities for supply chain and logistics service providers in
China remain abundant, but the prospect of serving a massive consumer market is
some way in the distance, writes Turloch Mooney in Shanghai.

Outsourcing but consumer opportunities

expands remain limited
A

cooling US economy is doing little to
dampen enthusiasm for the logistics
sector in China. Sentiment remains
bullish with analysts and industry commentators
pointing to continuing opportunities as a
result of several key industry trends. Chief
among these are expanding outsourcing of
manufacturing and an increasing tendency for
China to take a larger share of global supply
chain operations.
Supply Chain Asia July/August 2007

Far from entering its twilight, the
outsourcing of manufacturing processes
to China is believed to be still at an early
to middle stage, with multiple examples
of new and expanded sourcing in the
country.
The automotive components and
parts sector represents one of the most
visible and trend-setting examples of this
expansion. Traditionally a net importer of

auto parts for domestic use, China customs
data shows the country exported around
US$11.5bn in auto parts in 2006, outpacing
imports for the ﬁrst time by some $4bn.
At the Shanghai Automotive and
Technical Exhibition, where global
automakers gather annually to discuss
prospects in China, Ford China chairman
Cheng Meiwei said China was now the most
important outsourcing centre globally for
July/August 2007 Supply Chain Asia
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Continuing

challenges
While growth and general improvements are inevitable, key basic
challenges for logistics and supply chain
players in the country remain. Among
the most serious challenges are:

• High costs – unoﬃcial fees and lack
of optimal transport modes both
contribute to general high costs and
low margins for logistics and supply
chain players.

• Lack of a uniﬁed transport authority
– Obtaining required operation licences
is still a confusing and bureaucratic
process in a fragmented system.

Shippers in China can partly negate the
challenges posed in China’s logistics and
supply chain sector by:

• Regulatory hurdles – Lack of
uniformity of regulation is still a
problem and helps sustain regional
protec tionism and unofficial
provincial barriers, and higher costs
for logistics operators.
• HR issues – China suffers from a
severe lack of qualified logistics
professionals and in heady days of
economic expansion, it is diﬃcult to
retain staﬀ. Good training initiatives
are in short supply.
• Infrastructure constraints – Despite
huge spending on basic transport
infrastructure, there remain many
inadequacies, including insuﬃcient rail
coverage and capacity, bottlenecks on
inland waterways and poor standard
of warehousing facilities.
• Transportation challenges – Often
characterized by a highly fragmented
and ineﬃcient trucking sector. The
rail sector is even less eﬃcient.
• Regional imbalances – Major
imbalances of goods between east
and west mean difficulty finding
backloads.

Supply Chain Asia July/August 2007

• Working with logistics companies
that know the local market and can
handle complicated customs and tax
procedures.
• Working with companies that have
proven they can deliver reliable
service in an underdeveloped transport infrastructure environment.
• Working with companies that are
familiar with modern logistics and
supply chain systems and can help
to implement them as conditions
that allow for this arise.
• Working on logistics workforce
management and with supply chain
companies who have a record of
success in human resources.
• Working with companies that
have direct experience in the
particular industry in which they
do business.
• For foreign companies doing supply
chain-related business in China, it
is important to work with people
who understand both Chinese
and foreign business practice and
mindsets.
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destination with a similar operation at origin,
the percentage [saving] can be huge.”
This trend, together with the increased
capabilities of logistics companies as a result
of expanded network and services due to
continuing high levels of M&A, is contributing
to a growth in the provision of value-added
services by logistics companies and more
shippers outsourcing logistics needs.
The value of outsourced logistics in China
is currently just a fraction of the size of the
overall market, with some estimates as low
as $12bn, but this is expected to triple over
the next three to ﬁve years.
In the domestic logistics sector, it is
retailers that are chieﬂy credited with driving
growth and innovation in the logistics sector.
Major global retailers such as Carrefour,
Walmart and B&Q, as well as domestic giants
such as Lian Hua and Huarun Vanguard, have
been expanding heavily in the market on the
back of a general rise in consumption.
But while the retail sector and its
supporting supply chain services are plainly
growing, and other key consumption
indicators such as car sales are also rising,
the much-sought after giant middle income
consumer market expected to drive China
logistics business through the ceiling isn’t
materializing as quickly as hoped.
Estimates vary widely, but only around
2% to 12% of the population is generally
described as middle class, and per capita
income in China remains a fraction of many
other Asian economies.
Often considered the result of insecurity
arising from the switch from a command
economy charged with direct responsibility
for the needs of the population to a semi-free
market, Chinese families tend to save heavily
(up to 40% of earnings) and spend wisely. In
2006, for instance, they spent less than 12%
of what American consumers spent.
Beijing is working to change this and
is introducing measures such as upping
spending on social services and providing
tax breaks to promote security and consumer
spending. This is part of an overall strategy to
move the economy away from dependence
on exports.
But such measures are proving slow to
take eﬀect, and for the time being at least,
the fortunes of logistics and supply chain
players in the China market still lay largely
with the export sector rather than servicing
the domestic market.
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DIALOGUE

Which areas of business do you mostly ﬁnd yourself focusing on
at the moment?
Apart from focusing on the container shipping segment, my team is
focusing on growing our business with the 3PLs, freight forwarders
and large express companies across Asia Paciﬁc.
We generally help our clients deﬁne their strategy, in order to improve
their business processes and to implement systems. The systems we
implement include Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Customer
Relationship Management (CRM), Data Warehousing and Business
Intelligence Systems.
Outsourcing of application management and application development
is certainly a focus area. But companies are not only looking at
outsourcing their IT departments and facilities; they are also seeking
to outsource their ﬁnance and HR functions.

Henrik Anker Olesen
is Transport & Logistics
Leader, Asia Paciﬁc,
IBM Global Business
Services, where he
undertakes major deal
making and corporate
transformation activities.
His specialty areas
include acquisitions,
integrations,
restructuring and
thought leadership within
logistics & shipping.
Henrik has worked in the
shipping and logistics
ﬁeld for 14 years and
holds an MBA.
Henrik joined IBM in
2001, where one of his
many achievements was
overseeing the takeover
of the data arm of his old
company, Maersk Data.
Henrik is based in
Shanghai where he
spoke with Supply
Chain Asia about
various issues relating to
supply chains in China,
including progress in the
application of advanced
IT and management
systems.
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Are your areas of focus changing in any signiﬁcant way? Are you
coming across new kinds of clients, or are existing clients starting
to come up with diﬀerent demands?
We are seeing some renewed focus within the areas of e-business.
Companies are looking to upgrade their technology platforms. Many
companies have not invested in this area since the early 2000s.
In your work, are you finding that supply chain and logistics
processes in China are generally becoming more eﬃcient and if
so, in which areas?
We are seeing gradual improvements across China. Companies are
getting better at leveraging world class business processes and
systems. However, due to the shortage of people with supply chain
skills, many companies are having diﬃculty hiring the right people and
thus to implement the best business processes and technologies.
Do you think getting the basics of supply chain and logistics
processes right is still a major challenge in China? Or have we
moved beyond that stage in the more developed parts of the
country?
In the hinterland, the basics still remain a challenge, whereas in the
coastal areas, many areas have moved beyond this stage. We are seeing
huge infrastructure investment in the hinterland, and this development
is certainly encouraging. The infrastructure investments are a prerequisite for avoiding bottlenecks and for reducing logistics costs of
GDP which are still much higher than in the western world.
Which basic challenges do you think will remain in China for some
time?
Many companies are still running very basic operations. Trucking
ﬁrms are mainly small family companies with a couple of trucks. A
lot of warehouses are very basic and at best deploy spreadsheets
for management of the inventory. We are, however, seeing the large
logistics integrators investing in both segments so a large consolidation
can be expected and an upgrade of the companies’ facilities and IT can
be expected.
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Which manufacturing industries/companies operate
the most sophisticated supply chains in China? What
sort of measures are they taking to make their supply
chains more efﬁcient?
The leaders are deploying a number of advanced supply chain
techniques such as procurement optimization, deploying
integrated ERP and supply chain planning, and are focusing
in on optimizing their logistics and distribution operations

Which infrastructure developments do you think are having the
most positive impact on supply chain and logistics processes in
China?
The large planned investments in roads, rail and dredging of rivers are
incredibly important to support the continued growth of China.
Are domestic Chinese logistics service providers and shippers
adopting more advanced supply chain and logistics technologies?
If so, what kind of technologies are they adopting?
A number of them are. We are helping local Chinese companies deploy
advanced business intelligence, ERP, application management; and
helping them formulate their business and technology strategy.
Are domestic Chinese LSPs adopting more modern supply chain
management techniques? If so, what kind of new techniques have
you come across?
A large number of Chinese companies have great potential on the
global stage. In order to succeed in going global, these companies
require a clear global strategy – having a global brand, a global
management team and a global operating model is key to this. The
winners are focusing on process and product innovation and have a
strong focus on execution.
How do you think the trends and changes you’ve mentioned will
aﬀect your business in the coming years?
Many of our clients are experiencing unprecedented growth in Asia,
and in China in particular. IBM in China and in Asia is in a market leading
position. We will help our clients become even more successful. We
are in a strong position to grow with our clients and to take additional
share from our competition.
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Supply Chain Strategy in a Day:

8 HOURS TO ALIGNMENT
By Brian Cargille
APJ Manager, Strategic Planning and Modeling, Hewlett-Packard Company
Writing for Supply Chain Asia
While much has been written on developing supply chain strategy, there are few examples
of how to take a rough strategy and improve it quickly while simultaneously getting alignment
and support from your extended team. BRIAN CARGILLE presents an approach that
integrates staff preparation, proven techniques, and a one-day agenda to develop an
integrated plan of strategic activities, one that enjoys broad support from team members in
making strategic choices and in executing the plan.

I

n the mid 1990s Lou Platt, CEO of HewlettPackard, sponsored a recurring three-day
program for HP’s General Managers called
“Creating the Future.” His goal was better
business strategies for a company with
more than 100,000 employees and revenue
heading toward US$90bn per year.
To achieve this objective, HP brought
business unit general managers (GMs)
together to create a shared perspective on
what the future would look like for speciﬁc
industries, what options we had to best play
in or create that future, and to make decisions
that would “stick” regarding which options
to choose.
We partnered with strategy experts as
well as leaders in each industry; for example
in the session dedicated to how to best serve
automotive manufacturers, HP brought
in auto executives as well as visionaries
like Amory Lovins of the Rocky Mountain
Institute, who spoke about hybrid cars (at a
time when hybrids were show cars and far
from mass production).
We left these programs with a clear
deﬁnition of common objectives, challenges,
and actions for HP to succeed in serving each
industry. Factors that led to our success were
rigorous preparation prior to the meeting,
relevant managers in attendance, and a
structured process leading attendees to form
a similar picture of what would happen in the
future. New HP strategies ﬂowed out of the
program and attending GMs recommended
the program to their peers, creating more
attendance and success.
Supply Chain Asia July/August 2007

Ask ing and answering the right
questions is the foundation of good strategy
development; ﬁgure one highlights our focus
and can be best summarized as:
1. What will the future look like?
2. How can our organization best play in
that future?
3. What must we do to move forward?
This applies not only to business units,
but also to functional areas such as R&D,
marketing, and supply chain. Supply chain
strategy, which flows from the business
strategy, is by deﬁnition less open-ended.

What will the
future look like?
• What has been
happening?
• What are the key
trends?

However, this doesn’t mean you can
simply focus on the ongoing supply chain
requirements of cost, on-time performance,
and cycle time. Asking and answering the
strategic questions and identifying the
speciﬁc key challenges and strategic choices
ahead for your organization are part of
getting to the correct supply chain strategy.
Much has been written about how to do
this, and often most of the strategy work can
be done independently by a supply chain
manager. What is often more challenging is
moving eﬀectively from a strategy that makes

How can our
organization best
play in the future?
• What options do we
have for serving/leading
the customers?

What must we do
to move forward?
• What key challenges
must we overcome?

• What are our strengths
and weaknesses?

• What strategic choices/
initiatives ﬂow from
these challenges?

• What opportunities and
threats exist?

• Which initiatives do we
prioritize?

• What do the key players
and experts believe?

• How do each of these
options ﬁt with what our
business unit already
has?

• How do we reach
alignment on
organization, owners
and actions?

• Who will be our
competitors in this
future?

• What investments and/
or divestments do we
need to make?

• What are our
current
assumptions about how
the industry
will develop?

• What is the competition
doing, and what future
are they trying to create?
Figure 1: Strategy Development Questions
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sense in the Supply Chain VP’s oﬃce to one
that’s understood and being implemented,
especially in large organizations.
Even a manager in a relatively small
“command and control” organization knows
the beneﬁt of employee engagement and
commitment. As the number of employees
and alliance partners grows, engagement
becomes more important and gathering the
Potential
Entrants

Industry
Competitors
Suppliers

Substitutes

Figure 2: Porter’s Five Forces

opinions of the many talented managers and
external partners strengthens your thinking
and strategy.
More importantly, involving the people
responsible for implementation in the
development process helps them feel
valued; leading not only to better strategy
but one that is more quickly and eﬀectively
implemented1.
All too commonly, the temptation
is to communicate the plan and go! A
small investment in alignment can create
signiﬁcant improvements in the quality of
strategy and speed of implementation. Even
an eight-hour strategy session with aﬀected
managers – in eﬀect a reduced version of
what worked with the HP GMs – has proven
successful at HP.
Preparing for Alignment requires
signiﬁcant work on the strategy prior to the
session. Before seeking support from your
extended team, you’ll want to have at least
ﬁrst answers to all the strategy development
questions and a rough strategic plan. When
reviewing your work, Porter’s Five Forces2 is a
useful way to organize thoughts and research
from the latest industry reports (see ﬁgure 2).
We ﬁnd that relatively “old” techniques can
often lead to complete answers when they’re
applied with rigor.
Think carefully about whom to invite for
the best results. Clearly a Supply Chain VP’s

direct reports must attend, but also consider
inviting key stakeholders who will be aﬀected
and don’t report to you; people you want to
be aligned with.
R&D managers, for example, can provide
signiﬁcant contributions especially if product
design for supply chain is one of your
strategic challenges. Similarly, participation
from marketing managers helps strengthen
conversation and conclusions
around improving forecast
accuracy and product variety
management. If you’re
managing a hardware supply
chain, consider including
a supplies manager. If you
Buyers
manage a small region,
someone from the worldwide
business unit might be worth
inviting. Most importantly
avoid “group think ” in
selecting who attends;
some disagreement and
creative tension will help in
the process. A good guide
for group size is between 8 and 25 people.
Be clear with attendees on the meeting’s
objectives:
• Create a shared perspective of strategic
priorities and challenges the organization
will face to eﬀectively compete in the
future
• Make decisions on which of our strategic
choices will be prioritized
• Develop high level action plans with
owners and deadlines to execute the new
strategy
We found that sending a vision of the
future to attendees prior to the meeting and
adjusting it based on their feedback is helpful.
This sets the tone for active engagement
and exposes new insights early enough that
additional work, if required, can be done prior
to the strategy session.
Before distribution, consider a few selfaudit questions to determine if your strategy
is ready to be shared. Example competitor
questions could include3:
1. Do you have a lot of information about
where your competitors compete
(geographically and by segment) but
very little on how (i.e. supply chain
network design, product design for
supply chain, postponement)?
2. Can you present a succinct and up-todate comparison of competitor tactics
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and strategies and compare them to your
own?
3. Do you have statistical information about
the performance of competitors, but very
little about their organizations or what
they say about the future?
Be open to feedback from attendees.
Sharing your ideas and modifying them
based on attendee input gets them thinking
“this manager is smart, prepared, and asking
for my input and making adjustments; very
committed.” When appropriate you can
further boost commitment by assigning
especially passionate attendees the task of
presenting the answers to “what will the
future look like?” as part of the opening
session of the day.
In addition to your requests for feedback
on the current plan, have each of the
attendees name three people they’d like to
speak with about the future:
1. Internal: someone inside the company
they’d most like to hear from on the
future
2. Outside: a respected person from outside
the company – key customer executives
or industry experts are typical choices
3. Unusual: someone on the fringe.
Examples are people from independent
research centers, small companies with
disruptive technologies, a university
professor, etc.
Use attendee inputs and your own
research to select someone to kick off
your strategy session. The work done
with attendees prior to the meeting plus
the first two hours of the day will help
your team develop its “decision frame” – a
mental structure to simplify and organize its
perspective on the world the company
competes in.4 Too broad of a frame and
your team will be overwhelmed; too narrow
and they’ll miss the important background
required to come to the right conclusions.
The agenda for a one day session on
strategy will by necessity be quite full; an
example is presented in ﬁgure 3. The ﬁrst
two hours of the day will be dedicated to the
assigned owners’ report on their views of the
future augmented with the perspective of
your guest speaker and followed by the ﬁrst
exercise, which is focused on developing your
team’s shared perspective.
An Aﬃnity Diagram5 (see ﬁgure 4) is one
way to create the shared view. Any technique
July/August 2007 Supply Chain Asia
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format that helps avoid
can be a great aide when checking for
these things.
completeness. Take a hard look at your SWOT.
8.30
Special guest and assigned owners answer “what will the future
Some
groups
find
Is each issue separate and distinct? If so, then
look like?” Afﬁnity Diagram on the future
it valuable to score
your issue list is mutually exclusive. Does
10.30 Break
each idea on three
every aspect of your organization’s ability
dimensions: likelihood
to compete come under one (and only one)
Assessing our health – what do we need to compete
(%
chance
an
event
will
of these issues? If so, then your issues are
10.45 in this future?
happen),
beneﬁt
to
the
collectively exhaustive.
Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats
organization, and ability
In the remaining time review results
12.00 Lunch
to control the outcome.
against SWOTs from the past and the one
13.00 Deﬁning our strategic challenges
Half the time allocated
you created prior to the session to check for
14.30 Break
to this exercise should
completeness. With an agreed-upon SWOT
be
spent
in
sub
teams
you’re ready to move into the development
14.45 Strategic choices that must be made
generating
ideas
and
of strategic challenges and choices that must
16.00 Progress checkpoint
ﬁnding groupings, and
be made.
Prioritizing choices and creating action plans
half the time working
Strategic Challenges are the small
16.20 Reviewing the existing strategic plan
towards
one
picture
of
number
of imperatives which must be
Have we forgotten a key choice?
What should we add or remove from our plan?
the future.
accomplished to achieve success 8 .
Begin with the
Development of the “challenges” list
17.30 End day
end
in
mind
on
these
requires significant business knowledge
Figure 3: Sample Agenda
exercises; you want
and experience; it beneﬁts greatly from a
one shared view of
variety of participants. Well thought-out and
Increased
fuel
the
future,
so
create
a
complete challenges lead to the right options
IT infrastructure even more
prices
More supplier
critical with continued
summary
document
in
and strategic choices. Push your team to
vertical
pressure on IT costs.
integration and
parallel
that
attendees
identify 5-10 challenges, not more.
less negotiation
power
China,
c
a
n
c
r
i
t
i
q
u
e
a
n
d
Strategic choices are the alternatives
Customers demand
India,
more choice in
agree
to
before
you
that
must be considered to overcome your
Indo,
turn around time
Vietnam
(and willing to pay
begin
assessing
the
challenges.
Expect 15-30 choices for your
growth
for it)
India moves
organization’s
health.
business.
Each
requires significant work
away from
CST to VAT
A
S
W
O
T
in
evaluation
before
a choice can be made
Company
Consolidation
Real time and
infrastructure
of competitors
more granular
(strengths,
weaknesses,
(analysis,
simulation,
pilot testing, due
and cost
to 3 or 4.
information
constrains IT
Even MORE
opportunities,
threats)
diligence,
etc.).
becomes core
development
outsourcing
differentiator
analysis6; is an excellent
Risk and uncertainty play a role and must
Limited capacity
way
to
assess
your
be
considered
as part of the choice-making.
out of
South China
organization’s health
Generating robust alternatives is difficult;
and answer the question
they must be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent, creative,
Figure 4: Example notes and grouping from Afﬁnity Diagram
“what do we need to
compelling, comprehensive, and doable.
where people summarize their thoughts
compete in this future?” Your rough cut
This is a very challenging part of the
independently, have a full sharing of inputs,
strategy almost certainly included a SWOT,
decision process, and many managers
and engage in robust discussion to find
help from attendees will make it more robust
struggle to think broadly and crisply about
common ground will work. If attendees have
and complete.
alternatives; it is a key time for the injection of
recently completed too many “post it” style
You want one shared view, but consider
creativity. Up until now you’ve been assessing
exercises then a more free-ﬂow discussion
a very broad and exhaustive range of ideas
the current situation which is dependent on
with good note taking can be eﬀective, but
before converging. This is a diﬃcult balance.
having the right data and synthesizing well.
invariably there will be some who participate
Teams should not converge too quickly,
Deciding what to do about it is an exercise
more than others with this approach.
but they must converge before moving to
that requires signiﬁcant energy and often
The goal is buy-in from all participants,
the next step. Allocate one quarter of the
benefits from new ways of thinking. A
select a method that: a) helps maintain
time for individuals to
engagement; b) captures inputs from
fill out a SWOT matrix
Weaknesses
Strengths
everyone; and c) insures that the minority
on their own followed
Existing characterisitics that
Existing characterisitics that
limit success.
enable success.
viewpoint is heard. Many times it is the
by one half of the time
quiet participants who have the most
discussing the ideas as
Opportunities
Threats
important points, and often the minority
a group and creating a
External/future conditions
External/future conditions
viewpoint is correct! At a minimum it is
shared perspective.
that can contribute to
that can threaten success.
success.
critical in the framing process to avoid group
The “MECE”7 concept
think, dominance by loud contributors, and
(mutually exclusive,
Positive
Negative
Figure 5: SWOT matrix
“tyranny of the majority” – select a discussion
collectively exhaustive)
Future

Current

Developing our shared view of the future
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• Get to benchmarked cost
structure

• Do we acquire competitor
X?

• Improve forecast accuracy by
5X

• Shall we add a factory in
India and if so, where?

• Provide customer visibility to
order status anytime/anywhere
24x7

• Where should our
distribution centers be
located and what products
do we stock at each?

• Increase part commonality by
10X
• Reduce corporate taxes on
manufacturing activities by
40%

• Do we consolidate our
disparate IT systems
into one enterprise data
warehouse?
• What mix of air and sea
shipment is best by
product line?

Figure 6: Example strategic challenges and choices

diverse team helps, along with input from
external sources and an environment of trust
and support where attendees can propose
unusual, untraditional, and sometimes even
unpopular ideas.
Once you have a robust set of choices
many approaches will work to lead your team
to agreement. A balance of one-quarter time
spent individually, one-half in team discussion
and developing a shared perspective, and
one-quarter spent reviewing the plans from
the past and the rough cut that was brought
into the meeting is typically a good balance
for the challenges and choices section.
In both these exercises progress may slow
if attendees are confused with deﬁnitions of
terms. Questions such as “Is that a strategic
choice or is it a capability that we need to
build?” are common. Balance time spent
clarifying structure and language with
progress towards documenting beliefs and
conclusions.
A checkpoint on progress should
precede prioritization of the choices. Many
prefer to delay this step until the end, or
just simply skip it altogether. If you wait,
there’s precious little you can do in the time
remaining to meet your objectives. Take 20
minutes now to ask what is going well, what
is going poorly, and what must be done in
the remainder of the day to reach the team’s
shared objectives.
What must we do to move forward?
Your organization likely has prioritization
matrices9 customized to rank alternatives by
the criteria that have proven most important
in the past. A version is presented (ﬁgure
7) – start at the top right corner and decide

Easy

Example Strategic
Supply Chain Choices
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Hard

Example Strategic Supply
Chain Challenges

ﬂ Feasibility ‡
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Low

High

f Beneﬁt
Beneﬁtto
toOrganization
Organization‡g
ﬂ
Revenue, Customer,
Customer,Markets,
Markets,Competition
Competition
Revenue,

whether to go left for small easy wins or down
for big, diﬃcult wins. Most matrices will work
provided the right people are in the room
and they’re the ones who will be accountable
for implementation and results. Review and
prioritize the strategic choices as a team
using the decision matrix. Test carefully for
alignment, assign small teams to each of the
prioritized choices, and give them 20 minutes
to document the following:
1. Key tasks (i.e. cost modeling and simulation,
pilot project, benchmarking, M&A
analysis, outsourcing investigation)
2. O w n e r a n d R AC I ( R e s p o n s i b l e/
Accountable/Consulted/Informed) 10
3. Resources Required
4. Schedule (including a high level work
plan for each task and dates for the next
review)
5. Dependencies
Ask the teams to come back and
present their results to the group. Balance
support for what they’ve done with a critical
review – are the action plans reasonably
complete, owners clearly assigned, and
schedule fair? It won’t be possible to
work through all the strategic choices in
your strategy session. Focus instead on
making progress on a few that will provide
momentum and be sure your team leaves
the room with an action plan.
To close the one day session assign the
remaining choices and take one last look at
the rough strategy you prepared prior to the
meeting to expose anything the team missed
in these exercises. Follow up the next day by
distributing the new improved strategy, and

Figure 7: Prioritization Matrix

give signiﬁcant management attention to the
strategic choice owners in the weeks ahead.
Conclusion: At HP we’ve found that
individual managers make important
additions at each stage of the strategy
development process. Using a structured
process to gather their input creates stronger
plans, improved engagement, and smoother
execution. We believe a day getting alignment
on supply chain strategy is eight hours very
well spent.
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Brazilian aircraft manufacturer
Embraer and US-based
Boeing are using Menlo
Worldwide and Schenker
respectively to operate new
sophisticated after-sales hubs
in Singapore. Supply Chain
Asia’s JUNE LIM looks at the
rationale behind the new hubs
and examines the details of
the deals.

A

ircraft manufacturers Boeing and
Embraer have revved up their aftersales service following a spike in Asian
demand. Embraer, Brazilian manufacturer of
commercial jets up to 120 seats, has invested
US$40 million in a regional logistics hub in
Singapore to provide dedicated service parts
to customers across Asia Paciﬁc, while Boeing
has stepped up its menu of services with the
opening its Integrated Materials Management
Asia Regional Centre in Singapore.
Different words may be used but the
sentiments are the same. As Embraer’s chief
executive Frederico Fleury Curado succinctly
remarked, “Embraer is aggressively expanding
in Asia Paciﬁc. A key component of our value
proposition to customers is providing worldclass logistics and service parts fulﬁlment.”
While Boeing is a household name with its
aircraft found in almost every ﬂeet, Embraer
is a relative newcomer to the region, even
though it boasts 37 years of production.
It’s a position that the company is
determined to change. It has forecast sales
of Embraer aircraft to reach 150 from 40
today following a 50% year-on-year growth,
by targeting existing players who want to
switch aircraft types for short-haul operations
that are not economically served by the
bigger 160 to 180 seater Boeing and Airbus
planes. China, where it has a joint venture
manufacturing plant, will account for twothirds of the increased sales.
The logistics hub, its most significant
investment outside of Brazil, forms part of
Supply Chain Asia July/August 2007

a larger thrust to raise its proﬁle within the
region. It has established an Asia Pacific
headquarters in Singapore to promote its
aircraft in the region and installed a full ﬂight
simulator to train pilots for its E170 and E190
jets.
Operated by Menlo Worldwide, the hub
is housed in its multi-client facility within the
Airport Logistics Park of Singapore (ALPS).
Under the contract, Menlo has to provide an
integrated turnkey programme incorporating
warehousing, logistics, transportation
management and technology services, to
ensure rapid response fulfilment to Asiabased customers around the clock.
The facility carries over 20,000 skus of
repairable, expendable and structural parts for
the ERJ 145, E170 and E190 line of commercial
jet aircraft for Asia Paciﬁc, including Australia
and New Zealand, but excluding China, which
is supported by an in-country operation.
As part of the contract, Menlo is committed
to provide Embraer’s customers including
Hong Kong Express Airways, Mandarin
Airlines and Virgin Blue, rapid response
fulﬁlment. There are three levels of dispatch:
regular shipments are sent on scheduled ship
dates; critical spares are shipped within 24
hours, and parts for the most urgent aircraft
on ground (AOG) are dispatched within two
hours of order.
“Menlo and Embraer are leveraging
the order processing, quality, and related
processes that are successfully deployed in
Embraer’s other regional parts hubs including
those in Sao Jose dos Campos, Brazil; Fort
Lauderdale, Florida; and Villepinte, France.
Menlo has deployed best practices to the
operation in terms of inventory handling,
storage mediums, material handling
equipment and warehouse management
systems,” said James Hsu, managing director,
Asia Paciﬁc, Menlo Logistics.
For Boeing, the Integrated Materials
Management (IMM) programme is a value
model that promises to help customers cut
their material management costs. “We have
many loyal Boeing customers in Asia and it
is our mission to support them the very best
we can. We believe service solutions such

as Integrated Materials Management is an
example of that added level of support,” said
Jeﬀrey L Waterfall, Boeing’s manager for the
IMM programme.
Based at Schenker’s Megahub in ALPS,
which houses Boeing’s parts distribution
centre, the programme is designed to
streamline the maintenance of an airline’s
spare parts inventory and prevent stock outs
and late delivery. Under the IMM, Boeing
manages supplier-owned inventories at the
airline maintenance location, including parts,
expendables, consumables and rotables, and
provides items to the airlines’ mechanics
when needed. As airline customers only
have to stump up the cost when they draw
on the stocks, they can expect to save 1020% on inventory holding and other supply
management costs.
While the programme seems to be
skewed in favour of the airlines, Waterfall said
IMM Network Suppliers (NWSs) can beneﬁt by
signing on. “If you think of the IMM customers
as being represented by the IMM programme
then we become a mega customer. When we
communicate with the NWS base we look like
one large customer. We will provide a single
point of contact for many customers, enabling the NWSs to streamline their internal
processes. We will also provide real time data,
current consumption, spike demand, as well
as monthly forecast updates for the entire
IMM customer base - this will enable the
NWSs to better manage their supply chains.”
The centre uses Lean principles to
standardise processes and reduce variation
in inventory planning, increase productivity,
improve communications and enhance
demand visibility.
The customer base is still small but
Boeing expects it to expand, and if it does,
more centres will be established using
Singapore as a model. Participants in the
programme are Air Tran, All Nippon Airways,
Delta Airlines, Japan Airlines, KLM, Japan
Transocean Air and Singapore Airlines. So
far eight suppliers have signed up, including
Honeywell, UFC Aerospace, Satair, Hamilton
Sunstrand, Avio-Diepen, and the recently
acquired Boeing subsidiary, Aviall.
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10 Transport faces a green storm
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Logistics has always had a vital role in the Singapore economy.
As an industry it employs over 100,000 and accounts for nearly
10% of Singapore’s gross domestic product. The eﬃciency of
its logistics sector has also enhanced Singapore’s appeal as a
base for manufacturing and trading.
Over the years the pro-business Singapore Inc has made
decisive efforts to develop the sector. Development of a
dense network of air and sea services backed by an eﬃcient
land transport system, underpinned the creation of one of
the world’s largest transhipment hubs. Logistics companies
leveraged on the connectivity and handling eﬃciency to
develop supply chain solutions for their expanding Asian
client bases, with half of the world’s top 25 Third-Party
Logistics (3PL) companies setting up signiﬁcant operations
in the country.
In response to the industry’s need for speed of delivery,
the Airport Logistics Park of Singapore (ALPS) was created in
2000. Customs checks are eliminated by the Park’s location
within the airport free trade zone, enabling quick turnaround
for time-sensitive goods and spare parts.
The government’s latest initiative is to develop a
national integrated trade information system to facilitate
the exchange of information within the trade and logistics
community. Called TradeXchange, it will bring critical
trade facilitation systems like TradeNet, Portnet and Cargo
Community Network onto a single platform to provide
seamless inter-connectivity among commercial and
regulatory systems and businesses. Scheduled to be launched
in October 2007, it is expected to generate savings of over
US$50m over 10 years just from reduced trade permit cost.
June Lim

www.btl-feeders.com
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The
of
:
the evolution
of new
models of
supply chain
management
By Paul Bradley,
President, Arshiya International
Advisory Council Member,
Supply Chain Asia
Writing for Supply Chain Asia

I

n the past decade, the rapid expansion of
China as the world’s leading manufacturing
centre and Asia’s growing consumer market
have created historical transformations
in terms of economic development and
changes in supply chain networks. The rise
of India as a new economic powerhouse will
further propel these changes, and at the same
time introduce new models in the supply
chain by combining innovative technologies
and virtual networks to meet the country’s
growing consumer demand. If properly
leveraged, the complex challenges presented
by the Indian market today can become
unique opportunities for the future.
Logistics to demand chain
Logistics is the process of eﬃciently moving
Supply Chain Asia July/August 2007

product between two points. The art of
logistics, with its core components of
warehousing, drayage, freight forwarding,
customs clearance, and ocean and air
transport, is the skill in coordinating the
movement of physical product between a
speciﬁc origin and destination point, while
efficiently executing the entire shipping
process. Total logistics companies are
currently working to transcend their role in
the supply chain process to a more pro-active
one; linking technology and infrastructure
to their core shipping services, allowing
them better control of shipments and closer
interaction with customers.
Supply chain management evolves to a
diﬀerent deﬁnition where the entire chain
is creatively connected and optimized,

linking the raw materials feeding the plant,
manufacturing plant and minimum order
quantity planning, hubs and sub-hubs which
ultimately feed to meet consumer demand
based on sales forecasts.
By deﬁnition, the Supply Chain Manager
plays a more neutral role as the orchestrator
coordinating all activities across the entire
chain, while outsourcing to other service
providers as necessary to maximize eﬃciency
and cost savings.
Demand chain ﬂips the model further by
utilizing dynamic demand chain networks to
rapidly fulﬁll consumer demand at the store
shelf level with automatic replenishment, and
without being constrained by manufacturing
plant MOQ’s. Innovative technology becomes
a critical factor for success, and the use
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of hubs and sub-hubs further facilitates
eﬃciency and competitive advantage.
Supply Chain transference from the west
to Asia
The US and Europe have been the leading
centres of excellence for supply chain
developments as a result of leading edge
technologies, state of the art infrastructure,
and a highly sophisticated consumer market.
As we move into the 21 st Century, Asia
will assume a wider leadership role in
developing and implementing new supply
chain solutions and driving the movement
towards demand chain management. This
shift will grow from several fundamental
economic changes.
a) In the coming decades the Asian consumer
market will grow to become much larger
than the combined consumer markets
of the US and Europe. The best practice
supply chain solutions of the west will
be transferred to Asia; while new supply
chain solutions unique to Asia will also be
developed.
b) Investment in new logistics infrastructure
in the west has been declining. Logistics
facilities are starting to age and funding
for upgrades is limited by budget
constraints. At the same time, Asia has
been aggressively investing in new
infrastructure and many of the newest
and most modern airport and port
facilities are now located in this region.
This trend will continue, allowing Asia to

EVOLUTIONARY PATH OF THE INDUSTRY
Stream
Integration

Stream Integration Activities

Transforming the chains into a seamless stream
with an efficient and dynamic real time flow
through revolutionary IT integration
Demand Chain Management Activities

Demand Chain
Management

Global consumer driven pull model
Dynamic product response parameters
Integrating with customers
Manufacturing driven push model
Linking Suppliers to Customers
MOQ parameters
Shipping (Ocean & Air)
Freight Forwarding
Standard IT Integration

Total
Logistics

Traditional Logistics Activities

Local Warehousing
Inventory Control
Trucking

Traditional
Logistics
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more creatively leverage infrastructure
and ideas to develop new supply chain
models.
c) Intra-Asia trade volume will continue to
dramatically expand.
d) Many of the world’s most modern
manufacturing plants are now located
in China and Southeast Asia.
e) Technological developments in terms
of software development and business
process outsourcing are being driven
from India.

Sub Hubs

Sub
Virtual
Hubs Warehouse
Network
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Improved IT Integration (partially
converting fixed costs to variable costs)

Total Logistics Activities

Regional Hub

Retail
Store Network

Fixed & virtual inventories with
warehouses and manufacturing facilities
Innovative IT systems and networks

Supply Chain Management Activities

Supply Chain
Management

RETAIL DISTRIBUTION

Regional
Hub

Multiple touch points
Just in time processes

Virtual Warehouse Network

Retail Store Network

The combination of these events will lead
to Asia becoming the centre of excellence
for new innovative supply chain solutions,
especially when combining the force of global
manufacturing, innovative technologies,
new infrastructure, and a rising consumer
market.
Asia’s three regions of SCM evolution
In spite of its overall complexity, Asia’s
supply chain evolution can be summarized
in regional terms: Japan, Korea and ASEAN;
China, and the rise of India.
In the ﬁrst phase of development, Japan
with Korea and ASEAN created modern
logistics infrastructure and manufacturing
centres to propel the logistics and supply
chain networks to eﬃciently link with global
markets. Singapore has played an especially
unique role as a regional supply chain hub for
Asia by combining e-government eﬃciency,
modern facilities, and value added services.
China led the second stage by becoming
the manufacturing centre of the world,
further enhanced with a growing domestic
consumer market, and massive investment
in logistics infrastructure. India now begins
the third stage by combining the creative
power of technology leadership and a rising
consumer market.
The rise of India – challenges and
opportunities
Over the past few years, India has launched
July/August 2007 Supply Chain Asia
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its breakout to connect to the world as a
rising economic superpower of the future.
The transformation is already evident. Foreign
direct investment has risen to over US$14bn
and economic growth for this fiscal year
reached 9.4%, among the highest in the
world. Entrepreneurial leadership is also
evident. According to Forbes Magazine, India
has 20 billionaires compared to 15 billionaires
in mainland China.
While the current logistics infrastructure
remains a key barrier to eﬃciency, the rise of
the consumer is placing enormous pressure
on the government and private markets
to move faster to meet demands, and the
economic beneﬁts that will result. According
to recent studies, the organized retail market
in India is currently 2% to 3% of consumer
spending, with the majority of purchases
conducted through small owner shops.
Within the next ﬁve years, organized retail will
account for more than 20% of all consumer
purchases, resulting in more than $120bn in
new consumer spending.
In order to reach its full potential, India
must launch a bold logistics strategy. With
the worlds largest youth population, India is
uniquely positioned to convert investment
in logistics infrastructure into dynamic
economic growth.
While China’s competitive advantage
has been manufacturing, India’s advantage
is in technology. In a sense, China has been
building highways, while India has been
Supply Chain Asia July/August 2007

building virtual highways. India should now
utilize its unique technological advantage
to create entirely new models of supply
chain networks to break through barriers
and ensure sustained economic growth.
New investment in ports, airports, and
highways has recently been committed
by the government; but new strategies
also need to rapidly evolve to meet rising
consumer expectations.
Case study: a new India business model
A number of companies in India are creating
new business models by intentionally fusing
global best practices with unique knowledge
of the local market. As one recent example,
Arshiya International was established as an
Indian holding company to provide a value
chain of services ranging from traditional
logistics to technology design and selective
business process outsourcing.
Through a combination of acquisitions,
joint ventures, and start-up companies,
Arshiya is building an Indian value chain.
Entities include global freight forwarding and
logistics connecting to 140 countries, retail
logistics and demand chain management,
supply chain consulting, Information
technology, logistics infrastructure, and
business process outsourcing.
By owning a completely integrated
web-based supply chain technology
infrastructure, Arshiya has the option of
owning or virtualizing its warehousing

and trucking networks. The company will
invest in strategic assets to directly control
a hub in the main port of Nhava Sheva and
future sub-hubs strategically located in key
regions of India. A massive network of small
and medium size warehouses and trucking
companies will also be created through
strategic partnerships, with Arshiya having
complete IT systems control, and design of
KPIs and operating procedures.
In essence, Arshiya’s supply chain
managers can control the entire supply/
demand chain transparently for its customers,
while creating a dynamic logistics network
that can continuously adapt to changing
market conditions. The company has also
created separate 3PL and 4PL entities
to provide distinct service menus to its
customers. Selective outsourcing of business
processes is also available as a further
enhancement.
Asia’s dynamic supply chain models of
the future
The supply chain market continues to evolve
in terms of technology and innovative
concepts. China’s dominant position in global
manufacturing has created new concepts for
dynamic manufacturing centres of excellence
in which global brands can have virtual
manufacturing networks, converting ﬁxed
costs into variable costs and aggregating
competing volumes through shared
infrastructure.
India’s leading role in technology
development, combined with logistics
infrastructure challenges, will allow new
models in virtual logistics networks to be
created, while simultaneously enabling
more rapid implementation of supply chain
solutions.
In an age of knowledge empowerment,
each market can learn from the mistakes and
successes of other countries and regions,
while also defining new concepts for the
future. As India begins an exciting new phase
as a developing economic power, it can
merge the best practices of the world with
new concepts and technology, creating new
possibilities.
In essence, the obstacles confronted
today can become the opportunities for
future advantage. Ultimately, when human
talent is unleashed, supported by a passion
for knowledge and innovative technology,
new possibilities will be deﬁned. India is now
beginning that journey!
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按出口地分中国出口增长
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Long-term growth opportunities for logistics providers remain significant, driven by: 1) the
continued expansion of the manufacturing outsourcing trend to China and other low-cost
producing regions, 2) the emergence of the middle class in China and the resulting
growth of the domestic China logistics market and 3) inter-Asian trade.
While the growth opportunities remain significant, there are factors which raise concerns
over the continued pace of expansion for transportation and logistics companies in China,
including, but not limited to: 1) the sustainability of the outsourcing trend, 2) greater
distance between manufacturing and consumption creates increased risk to managing
supply chains (e.g., service disruption, costly exception/expedited handling), 3) material
regulatory headwinds and barriers to entry, 4) the ability of the Chinese middle-class to
become a viable consumer, 5) an incomplete domestic infrastructure, and 6) shortage of
quality domestic logistics personnel.
Below, we highlight in greater detail a few opportunities and risks associated with China
for leading transportation and logistics providers.
Manufacturing Outsourcing: A Sustainable Growth Trend?
July/August 2007 Supply Chain Asia
Trade growth from China to the United States and Europe (see chart above) has surged
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因素
港口位置
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地理位置
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Asia Supply Chain Index (ASC Index)

T

he Asia Supply Chain Index was created to track the growth
and development of supply chain-related companies
with operations in the areas of logistics, transportation
and supply chain in Asia. This Index is not an advisory tool for
investments, rather it is meant to provide additional perspective
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on the development of the supply chain and logistics industry
in Asia.
Supply Chain Asia started tracking the movement of the 34
stocks on January 1, 2007. Over the past 6 months, the Index has
shown an overall growth of 34%.
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FedEx Corporation (FDX)
FedEx Corporation
(FDX)
F4Q:
Reasonable
Results/Outlook Amid Tough Freight Market; Attractive
F4Q:
Reasonable
Results/Outlook
Amid Tough Freight Market; Attractive Valuation
Valuation
Research supplied to Supply Chain Asia by RW Baird. For further information, please visit www.rwbaird.com
Price: (06/19/07)
52WK H-L:
Market Cap (mil):
Shares Out (mil):
Float (mil):
Avg. Daily Vol (mil):
Dividend:
Yield:

110.02
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Rating:
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Price Target:
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Q1
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Q3
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Total
FY P/E
EPS Cal
P/E
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1.25A
1.53A
1.38A
1.82A
5.97A
18.4x
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1.89A
1.35A
1.90A
6.68A
16.5x
6.90E
15.9x

2008E
1.61E
2.03E
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2.13E
7.27E
15.1x
7.76E
14.2x
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Ports and
supply chains
Traditionally viewed simply
as trade facilitators, the role
of ports and terminals is
changing as they are required
to integrate further into supply
chains. TURLOCH MOONEY
delves into some of the latest
research on the issue.

T

he role of ports and terminals in the
global trading system is changing.
Previously viewed as superstructures
providing the infrastructure for ship
operations, customs clearance and storage
for trade, they are increasingly seen as one
of a cluster of organizations in the goods
production and delivery process.
A new study by lecturers at Heriot-Watt
University in Scotland and the Cyprus
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International Institute of Management,
looks at the nature of this changing role
and how the competitiveness of ports
is increasingly being measured by the
effectiveness of their integration into
supply chains.
The study, by Dr Dong Wook-Song
and Dr Photis Panayides, says traditional
measures to assess the competitiveness of
ports, which mostly concentrated on areas
such as performance in shifting containers,
are being replaced by assessment of their
ability to integrate with other parties in the
supply chain.
Six key areas in which to measure the
eﬀectiveness of this integration are identiﬁed
in the study. These areas are: use of technology
for data-sharing; relations with shipping
lines; value-added services; transport mode
integration; relations with inland transport
providers, and channel integration practices
and performance.

Use of technology and data-sharing
The study notes that the sharing of information
with supply chain partners is viewed as a
primary building block that characterizes a
solid supply chain relationship. “This means
that integrated information technology
should be central in facilitating the exchange
of information between supply chain partners
and between ports and their downstream
and upstream partners.”
In terms of measuring how eﬀectively a
port achieves this, the study says three key
questions need to be asked.
a. Does the port use integrated electronic
data interchange to communicate with
shipping lines?
b. Does the port use integration information
systems to share data/information with
shipping lines?
c. Has the port adopted a computerized
port service system for operations with
shipping lines?
“The key to the seamless supply chain is
making available undistorted and updated
information at every node within the supply
chain. By taking the data available and
sharing it with other parties, information
can be used as a source of competitive
advantage,” the authors say.
Relations with shipping lines
Supply chains based on relationships have
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❝ In terms of measuring
how effectively a port uses
technology for data-sharing,
the study says three key
questions need to be asked:
does the port use integrated
electronic data interchange to
communicate with shipping
lines? Does the port use
integration information
systems to share data/
information with shipping
lines? Has the port adopted
a computerized port service
system for operations with
shipping lines? ❞
the greatest potential to result in unique
solutions that are eﬀective, eﬃcient and
relevant. This is as true for port and terminal
operators as it is for everyone else, the
study says.
“To achieve intermodal operational
synchronization, it is essential to have an
appropriate governance structure in the
relationship between ports and shipping
lines. Ports that build long-term co-operative
relationships [with shipping lines] will be
deemed to have higher levels of integration
in the supply chain.”

Ideally, this should mean that shipping
lines are viewed as strategic partners, with
relationships based more on mutual trust
than on contractual obligations.
Value-added services
The third factor is the ability of a port to add
value to the services it provides. The study
outlines several ways in which a port can
build its value-added capability, including
provision of hinterland for road/rail access;
capacity to deliver tailored services to
diﬀerent market segments; oﬀering of more
intermodal services, and capacity to convey
cargo through the most diversiﬁed routes
and modes in the least possible time.
Transport mode integration
Describing ports as “bi-directional logistics
hubs,” the study says they must provide
a high-level of co-ordination and interconnectivity of diﬀerent transport modes
within the port system.
“Cargo ﬂows will seek for routes that
oﬀer the lowest cost, and ports oﬀering
eﬃcient hinterland accessibility, intermodal
connectivity and inter-operability add
value to shippers and consignees in the
supply chain.”
Relations with inland transport providers
S u p p l y c h a i n i n te gr a t i o n re q u i re s
relationships with suppliers as well as
customers. With this in mind, the study
notes that in the same way as ports need to
formulate and engage
in xrelationships
with
190mm
60 mm

shipping lines, they should also “initiate,
develop and foster relationships with inland
transport providers and operators.”
Several ways for a port to assess
its capability in this regard are listed,
including:
a. Use of integrated information systems
to share data with transport operators.
b. Regular study by the port on how road
and rail transport operators use the port
facilities.
c. Consultation with inland transport
operators in developing and upgrading
port facilities.
d. Regular meetings between por t
authorities and transport operators to
discuss issues of mutual interest.
Channel integration practices and
performance
Finally, the study says a key factor in the
achievement of integration into supply
chains by ports is to regularly take measures
to evaluate and improve on their supply
chain integration practices.
The survey outlines the need to constantly evaluate performance in areas such
as eﬃciency of transport links, as well as
to regularly review collaborative efforts
with shipping lines and benchmarking of
logistics/supply chain options available at
competing ports.
It also details the need for constant
performance evaluation in service areas such
as cost, quality, reliability, customization and
responsiveness.
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How do shippers and lines decide which
ports to use?
Professors at the Graduate School of Logistics at Inha University, Incheon, Korea, conducted a
literature review and questionnaire survey with major shippers, shipping lines and container terminal
operators to get their opinions on how users select their ports.
Port selection factors and indices from literature review
FACTORS

INDICES

Port Location
Port Characteristics

Port Operations

Hinterland Characteristics

Liner Characteristics
Miscellaneous

Geographical location
Accessibility to port
Nearness to main truck lines
Port depth
Port infrastructure condition
Port size
Terminal operation
Port tariﬀ
Port handling charge
Berth availability
Port congestion
Service reliability
Market size
Cargo volume
Accessibility to hinterland
Schedule reliability
Service frequency
Variety of service routes

Ocean transportation distance
Nearness to import/export regions
Nearness to inland shippers

Claim handling
Ability to accommodate special requirements

Port ownership (dedicated terminal)
Political stability

Port reputation
Feeder network
Service speed
Cargo safety
Capability of operating staﬀ
Level of information technology
Relationship with union
Intermodal network
Eﬃcient connectivity
Cost of Intermodal transportation
Service pattern
Direct calling
Ship capacity

Rating of priorities for port selection
RANKING
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

LINERS
Liners’ schedule reliability
Accessibility to port
Berth availability
Terminal handling charge
Cargo volume
Port infrastructure condition
Liners’ service schedule
Variety of service routes
Direct calling
Port productivity
Service speed
Feeder network
Service reliability
Cargo balance
Cargo handling safety
Intermodal network
Port tariﬀ
Eﬃcient intermodalism
Quality of staﬀ
Port depth
Nearness to hinterland
Market size
Competitor’s calling
Problem handling
Nearness to main truck lines
special requirement handling
Alliance member’s calling
Intermodal cost
Port size
Port reputation
Information technology
Free trade zone
Nearness to inland shippers
Ocean distance
Port backup area
Relationship with union
Port marketing
Dedicated terminal
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SHIPPERS
Service speed
Liners’ schedule reliability
Special requirement handling
Cargo handling safety
Nearness to inland shippers
Service reliability
Accessibility to port
Problem handling
Intermodal cost
Port tariﬀ
Port productivity
Liners’ service schedule
Nearness to main truck lines
Berth availability
Terminal handling charge
Intermodal network
Eﬃcient intermodalism
Nearness to hinterland
Port infrastructure condition
Feeder network
Direct calling
Port backup area
Free trade zone
Competitor’s calling
Variety of service routes
Quality of staﬀ
Cargo volume
Ocean distance
Dedicated terminal
Port reputation
Alliance member’s calling
Market size
Port size
Cargo balance
Information technology
Port depth
Relationship with union
Port marketing

TERMINAL OPERATORS
Port depth
Port productivity
Port infrastructure condition
Cargo volume
Berth availability
Market size
Nearness to main truck lines
Accessibility to port
Service speed
Terminal handling charge
Port tariﬀ
Feeder network
Service reliability
Liners’ schedule reliability
Information technology
Liners’ service schedule
Nearness to hinterland
Direct calling
Eﬃcient intermodalism
Special requirement handling
Cargo handling safety
Ocean distance
Port size
Nearness to inland shippers
Problem handling
Port reputation
Intermodal network
Alliance member’s calling
Intermodal cost
Variety of service routes
Quality of staﬀ
Competitor’s calling
Port marketing
Dedicated terminal
Cargo balance
Port backup area
Relationship with union
Free trade zone
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utomotive, aerospace and (to a lesser
extent) defence firms (AA&D) are
undergoing massive globalization.
They are in various stages of transformation,
from regional/local models to globalized
ones. The buying, making, moving, and
selling activities in these industries can now
happen anywhere in the world. In globalised
environments, AA&D companies are reexamining their supply chain processes and
supporting technologies.
One research firm, Aberdeen, has
published research showing that supply chain
management processes and technologies
are being actively re-evaluated by AA&D
companies. During 2006, 76% of surveyed
companies delivered recommendations to
management on how to improve supply chain
management technology, with 79% looking
to improve supply chain management
processes.
Aberdeen found that 76% of the
companies surveyed do not have full supply
chain process automation and a common
system company-wide. Only 24% have supply
chain processes that are fully automated with
either diﬀerent systems or common systems
across their company.
The study concludes that “Best in Class”
companies are:
• 3X less likely to have manual or spreadsheetintensive supply chain processes
• 2X more likely to have a standardized,
common, company-wide supply chain
platform
Overall, 85% of the companies surveyed
plan to spend on supply chain technology
initiatives in 2007. Some 73% with revenue of
US$1B+ plan to spend more than $250,000 in
2007 for new supply chain technology.
Nearly three out of ten seek to partner
with ERP vendors or supply chain vendors to
create net new innovations. This compares
to 19% looking to create innovations that are
custom-developed or developed in-house.
The remainder is catching up to the industry
average or adopting already established best
supply chain practices.
Given the nature of complex AA&D
business requirements, companies are
being encouraged to investigate enterprise
applications that are ﬂexible enough to adapt
to diﬀerent business requirements through
usage of Service-Oriented Architecture. It is
recommended that Master Data Management
should also be looked at carefully. These
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AA&D companies

re-evaluate

their SC technologies
By Gordon Feller

innovations are making packaged applicationbased supply chain platforms a viable path
for AA&D companies.
There are several supply chain solution
areas that AA&D companies are interested in.

OE and tier-1 suppliers or between tier-1
suppliers and tier-2 suppliers, etc. Collaboration entails bi-directional communication
and issue resolution using electronic software
and well-deﬁned processes.

A) Global order to delivery
Processes associated with capturing an
order, promising an order and fulﬁlling the
order from the perspective of OEMs. The
customers for this process are dealers and
end customers.

D) Supply Chain ﬁnance
Use of automated payment processes.
Creating extended payment terms while
providing suppliers with faster and more
reliable access to cash. New funding
innovations that rely on improved supply
chain visibility are helping lower the end-toend cost of capital for companies and their
trading partners.

B) Global volume and program planning
Creation of a medium/long-term volume/
program plan (also called ‘masterplan’
or ‘master production schedule’ in other
industries) based on the OEM financial
budget, global capacities, material restrictions
and customer demand. Requirements
include:
• managing the global financial budget
plan based on sales numbers/revenues
and tying it to operational forecasts.
• visibility to global capacities and response
buﬀers, and to be able to manage them
eﬀectively.
• forecasting and planning at a vehicle
option level instead of only at product
family model levels.
• performing option attach rate forecasting.
• rapid rationalization of suppliers and
manufacturing bases require global
decision support systems for capacity/
materials.
• allocating capacity/raw materials across
multiple suppliers based on overall
capacity utilization and overall proﬁts.
• modelling lead-times associated with
transportation, tooling and manufacturing,
as part of long term capacity planning.
C) Global supplier collaboration (CC)
Collaboration on various elements like
inventory, forecasts, schedules etc; between

E) Supply Chain visibility
Tracking and monitoring orders, inventory,
and shipments throughout the supply chain.
Combined with six-sigma analysis methods,
this is seen as a powerful way to lower leadtimes and inventory levels.
F) Global SC network design and inventory
optimization
Identifying the best supply chain network,
minimizing costs, maximizing revenue
potential; setting the right safety stock levels
within the supply chain to be able to meet
demand with the lowest inventory.
G) Global trade management
Achieving better margins and more price
competitive products through Total Landed
Cost tariﬀ engineering as well as ensuring
compliance with government import and
export regulations (e.g., restricted party
screenings).
H) B2B connectivity
Tools and techniques enabling electronic
communication between trading partners
(e.g., dealer/OEM, OEM/tier supplier, tier
supplier/tier supplier, tier supplier/3PL
partner, etc).
July/August 2007 Supply Chain Asia
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Written for Supply Chain Asia
Underdeveloped regulatory systems together
with a frequently conservative approach of
supply chain service buyers, has meant the
logistics sector in Asia, including the key
markets of Japan, China, ASEAN, Australia,
South Korea and India, is still characterized
by numerous small service providers with
limited capabilities. But in recent years, a
mix of trends and changes among service
providers and service buyers, and changes
in government policy in some cases, have
resulted in 3PLs operating in Asia starting to
gain the type of penetration that characterizes
the industry in the US and Europe.
The most important trend driving the
fortunes of 3PLs in the region is the increasing
presence of multinational companies in all
sectors. Since these companies are already
familiar with the benefits of 3PL services
through their experience in other parts of the
world, they tend to either work with service
Supply Chain Asia July/August 2007

Growth, growth
and more growth
3PLs in Asia are expanding in scope and revenue but
across different countries this growth is uneven. Srinath
Manda, Team Leader, Logistics & Transportation, Asia
Paciﬁc with Frost & Sullivan, looks at the dominant trends
in the sector.
providers they already have relationships
with to also fulﬁll their needs in Asia Paciﬁc, or
demand more advanced services from local
and regional providers.
The rise in competition arising from
the growth of MNC business in regional
and local markets has spurred homegrown
Asian manufacturers to upgrade their own

supply chains; utilizing more 3PL services to
the point where currently all leading Asian
companies now use 3PL services on par with
their multinational counterparts. As a result,
second and third level companies in the region
are following suit, and also increasingly ﬁtting
3PL services into their strategies.
Increased use of 3PL services in the region

3PLs
INFRASTRUCTURE UPDATE

India
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Others
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Figure - 1: Asia Paciﬁc 3PL sector revenue distribution (2006).
Source: Frost & Sullivan

and recognition of the need for such services
to maintain competitiveness has meant rapid
growth for the sector. Over the past decade or
so, a range of new companies have entered
the market, many of them growing into
3PLs from partial logistics service providers.
A result of this growth and the associated
competitive pressures has been an oﬀering
of more services at more attractive pricing,
again resulting in greater adoption of these
services by a larger section of end-users.
Logistics industries in most Asia Paciﬁc
countries have often lacked clear regulatory
frameworks while at the same time being
over-bureaucratic, tending to protect
domestic and state-owned enterprises and
restraining international companies from
full eﬀective participation in markets. But
governments in key markets in the region have
been eliminating controls and streamlining
regulations by degrees, leading to improved
prospects for the sector generally.

China, India and Japan, all of which
previously had restrictions on the entry
of foreign logistics providers, are slowly
changing their regulatory systems to reduce
or eliminate protectionism. This has resulted in
a continuous expansion of foreign companies
in the 3PL segment.
Improving logistics infrastructure across
the region is another major positive trend
contributing to improving prospects for 3PLs.
Transportation, storage and communication
networks are being signiﬁcantly upgraded
at a rapid pace in virtually all Asian countries;
most of all in the key logistics markets
mentioned above. Multiple transport
infrastructure development projects, some

Country

entirely funded by government and others
partly or fully funded by private enterprises,
are in progress, enabling the provision of
improved and integrated logistics solutions,
thus expanding opportunities for the 3PL
sector.
These four key positive trends have
increased focus on the current size and
potential future revenues of the 3PL sector
in the region.
As of 2006, the sector was estimated to be
worth some US$100bn in revenue terms and
registering regional growth of 10-12% per
year over the past half decade. Japan, China
and Australia account for 75% of regional
3PL revenue, while ASEAN, South Korea and

Services with high potential

Japan

• Export related logistics services
• Advanced services in domestic market

China

• Export related logistics services
• Nationwide domestic logistics

India

• Import and Export related logistics
• Nationwide domestic logistics

ASEAN

• Regional level logistics services
• Export oriented logistics beyond region

South Korea

• Export related logistics services
• Advanced services in domestic market
Figure - 2: Top 5 potential markets for Asia Paciﬁc 3PL sector (2006)
Source: Frost & Sullivan
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India are the other signiﬁcant contributors
(see ﬁg. 1)
The sector is expected to experience
accelerated growth over the next ﬁve years
- up to 15% per annum - due to faster
penetration of 3PL services in all key markets
as a result of the trends outlined above.
Japan and China are expected to continue
to be the leading revenue contributors, with
the gap between the two likely to reduce due
to the faster economic and industrial progress
of China. The increasing economic integration
of ASEAN countries and steady economic
progress of India are also propelling rapid
growth in the industrial activity in these
countries, which is likely to increase their
contribution to total 3PL sector revenues
across the region.
Australia and South Korea, despite also
having steadily growing 3PL industries, are
likely to experience a decline in terms of
share of total regional 3PL sector revenues.
Both these countries are experiencing lower
general economic and industrial activity
growth than a number of other markets in
the region, leading to slower growth in their
logistics sectors, and thereby more limited
prospects for the 3PL sector. Future growth
of 3PL business in these countries is likely
to come mainly from expansion of existing
piecemeal logistics contracts.
High-potential markets all over the region
Japan, China, India, ASEAN and South Korea
are respectively considered to be the Asian
markets with 3PL sectors that have the most
potential (see ﬁg. 2).
Japan was previously dominated by the
Kieretsu culture, which largely meant service
buyers with a conservative mindset who
often preferred to do their logistics business
with other companies in their group or with
domestic logistics providers with which they
were closely linked.
Primarily due to an increasing need to
explore international markets, Japan is now
witnessing a change in buyer mindset, with
multiple examples of multinational logistics
providers providing complete logistics
solutions for target markets overseas.
Nevertheless, MNC provider operations
in the domestic 3PL sector are likely to
experience sluggish growth, owing to the
strong foothold of providers owned by
leading industrial groups in the country.
South Korea, which has closely followed
the Japanese model of industrial growth,
Supply Chain Asia July/August 2007

is experiencing a similar renaissance in its
3PL sector but as noted above, growth in
outsourcing is likely to be slower than that of
Japan due to comparatively slower growth in
industrial activity and consumption. Most of
the opportunities for 3PLs in South Korea are
likely to emerge in the export logistics ﬁeld.
China’s continuing position as a
destination for outsourced manufacturing,
together with the gradual opening up of
the economy to free market practices, has
resulted in a large inﬂux of foreign logistics
providers and consequent expansion of 3PL
business. The addition of 3PL services to
support a growing domestic consumerism
to the already lucrative import and export
market segment makes China one of the
markets in the region that holds the most
potential for 3PL business.
India’s strong general economic growth
and improving transport infrastructure,
together with an increasing realization of
the benefits of using 3PLs and growing
capabilities of 3PL companies to address
the complex and varied needs of various
industries, means it is a also a market with
much potential.
The steady growth of the country’s
international trade and increasing economic
integration with ASEAN, China and other
Asian countries, is opening immense
opportunities in the 3PL sector. On top of
this, rising domestic consumption, resulting
in heavy growth in a range of industries from
automotives to electronics and general retail,
presents signiﬁcant potential for growth in
3PL business.
Finally, with the increasing economic
integration of its member countries, ASEAN
is becoming a stronger economic force
in Asia. Continuing efforts by member
countries to grow their own industrial sectors,
together with eﬀorts by the Association as
a whole, have made ASEAN an important
manufacturing base for several industries
such as automotives, computer hardware,
electronics and food processing. Aside from
growing export opportunities, expanding
domestic markets are also contributing
to driving growth in the 3PL sector in this
region.
Conclusion
The nascent state of the 3PL industry in the
majority of Asia Paciﬁc markets and the series
of positive trends observed above present
immense potential for future growth. While

Japan, China
and Australia
account for 75%
of regional 3PL
revenue, while
ASEAN, South Korea
and India are the
other signiﬁcant
contributors

the pace of this growth varies from country to
country, several key markets are experiencing
rapid progress in the sector, providing good
opportunities in both international and
domestic logistics-related activities. Driven
by the positive contributions of governments,
service providers and service buyers, the 3PL
sector in Asia is likely to come of age in the
coming years, to a comparable level of its
counterparts in Europe and the US.
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Building Asia’s
supply chain leaders
Talent development is essential if supply chain organizations
are to cope with the immense changes sweeping Asia, writes
Torbjorn Karlsson, Head of Industrial Practice with Heidrick
and Struggles, Asia Paciﬁc.

Consumer Supply Chain,” he says. Underlying
Johnson & Johnson’s focus on leadership are
several formal programs, namely a succession
planning process based on balanced feedback
about individuals obtained annually through
360 degree appraisals.
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should play a major role in their growth.
Developing a base of strong supply
chain leaders internally, however, can take a
considerable amount of time, possibly years.
Companies can accelerate this process by
looking externally for experienced leaders,
ideally from industries and companies that
represent best practice in supply chain
management. Companies need to first
identify their talent gaps, and then seed the
organization with experienced leaders in key
areas, either functional or geographical. By
taking on supply chain experts from those
industries and companies at the cutting edge
of supply chain management, companies
in Asia can develop world-class supplychain organizations that provide a strong
competitive edge.
“Developing high potential talent for
the future is the number one priority of
any organization’s leadership team,” says
Mark Benson, Vice-President Regional
Supply Chain Consumer Asia Pacific for
Johnson & Johnson. “In today’s competitive
environment, staff who can lead teams
regionally, and globally, must have worked in
and experienced many environments. Supply
Chains will inevitably become more global
to improve competitiveness by leveraging
sourcing, processes, best practice and talent.
Leadership that can seize new opportunities
to drive improvements in supply chain
capability is essential. The starting point is
talent that understands the complexities, and
challenges, of that global environment.”
Benson states that key to anyone’s
development is experience. Regular
moves to new positions after 2-3 years
(both functionally and geographically) are
important in the development of strong
leaders, supplemented by opportunities
to lead multi-disciplinary teams. “This
approach has been crucial in building a more
‘regional organization within J&J’s Asia Paciﬁc
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hese are heady days for Asia’s supply
chain leaders. Once a mere source of
low cost production, the countries
of Asia are quickly evolving into major
consumer markets in their own right. But this
growth comes with its share of headaches:
managing a supply chain in this diverse
region is no longer about purchasing raw
materials locally and shipping to markets
overseas, but about supplying Asia’s domestic
markets, with all their diﬀerent consumption
patterns and income levels.
Powerful global trends are also aﬀecting
the sector. Ever-intensifying competition
has heightened customer expectations, and
investors are pushing for improved ﬁnancial
performance, particularly improved cash ﬂow.
There are also the drives toward inventory
optimization and improved forecasting.
Strategic, co-ordinated sourcing (as opposed
to procurement) is increasingly more critical,
and major fast moving consumer goods
(FMCG), pharmaceutical, and retail ﬁrms are
transforming their global supply chains to
become more customer focused. Both Asia’s
growing domestic economies and global
supply chain trends have sparked intense
demand for supply chain managers who can
optimize complex regional supply chains, while
also understanding clearly how their role ﬁts
into their organization’s global picture.
Traditionally Asia’s supply chain managers
have risen from the lower ranks, ultimately
arriving at a position where they oversee a
company’s supply chain operations in their
home country. Companies today, however,
are coordinating all of their supply chains
in the region’s various countries, but a
manager’s experience in one country does
not necessarily prepare him for the next
promotion: the jump to a regional supply
chain role, dealing with new countries and
all the complexity this entails.
Another key talent issue is that many
Asian graduates may not view a career in
supply chain management as among their
ﬁrst choices. Careers in professions such as
law, medicine, or banking attract the lion’s
share of graduates. As such, it is necessary
for companies to focus inward to develop
talent, carefully assessing the staﬀ working
throughout their supply chain operations,
identifying those with leadership qualities.
This done, they must lay out a clear career
framework and provide programs to help
these leaders grow. Classes, job rotations
overseas, and formal mentoring programs
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Living e-commerce
Strong organizational alignment, a set of clearly deﬁned goals, and development of a product
that makes absolute sense, are some of the ingredients that have contributed to INTTRA’s
seemingly unstoppable growth. Simon Saunders talks with Ken Bloom, the man at the helm
of the company that has been described as the Google of the shipping industry.

F

or a company considered a mere baby
compared to many in the industry,
INTTRA is fast making a name for
itself in the supply chain and shipping
industries. And it’s doing this by streamlining
and standardizing traditionally inefficient
processes and enabling the management
of cargo across multiple shipping lines in
a single integrated process. Sounds fairly
straightforward, but behind this brilliantly
simple concept lies much innovative thinking
and a huge amount of hard work. Ensuring
that INTTRA stays on track as its growth
rockets is Ken Bloom who joined the company
as CEO in early 2001.
With a background in shipping and
considerable experience in e-commerce,
Bloom brought with him the precise mixture
of experience and skills which the young
company needed. “I was attracted to INTTRA
for three reasons: ﬁrst, it set out to solve an
important problem: how to create eﬃciencies
around a, then, non-standardized process.
Second, INTTRA founding carriers recognized
that to solve this problem, competing carriers
would have to work together…and they have
done and are doing that for the beneﬁt of the
entire industry. Third, INTTRA, as an industry
portal, has the breadth and depth to solve the
problem,” explains Bloom, who continues.
“I think the two key skills are my ability
to motivate people to work on solving large,
industry problems. Remember that before
INTTRA, this was all unchartered territory
which required the creation of a new global
operation organized around a common
mission and set of goals”.
Bloom was brought on board with a
mandate to spearhead global growth and
he has more than achieved this with the
company blossoming at an average of 6%
Supply Chain Asia July/August 2007
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I think that our
greatest contribution is
that we made ‘real’ a
longstanding industry
request. Yesterday the ‘e’
in e-commerce may have
stood for ‘esoteric’; today,
you can say it stands for
‘everyday’.
per month for the past ﬁve years, a growth
ﬁgure he points out that many companies
would be happy to achieve in a year. But
also something which throws up challenges
in itself. “The greatest challenge, and one
that is quite fun as well, is managing a fast
growing company. While of course it is good
to have, rapid growth (for such a long time)
has its own unique challenges, and I doubt
that there are many companies in the world
who have experienced such growth. We feel
we can write a good book on it!”

Obviously, a company as sophisticated
as INTTRA is no one-man band and Bloom
is the ﬁrst to put the success down to the
support of his clients and everyone in
the company, in particular the extremely
experienced management team whom he
maintains has worked day and night to make
the company the great place to work that it
is today. “We believe in strong organizational
alignment. This means that we value candour,
receptivity to feedback, and clear, measurable
articulation of corporate, developmental/
regional, and individual goals. I believe that
everyone appreciates these values and for
me it’s the only way to manage a global,
professional workforce,” says Bloom.
INTTRA’s global workforce today exceeds
200 professionals in eleven countries and in
Asia. It has succeeded in building a strong
team in key markets and is now looking
forward to continuing to build relationships
and oﬀer localized services and products to
the community. But Bloom also understands
that INTTRA has a long way to go.“We are really
only at the beginning of the journey. We would
like more organizations to gain the beneﬁts of
standardization, and, with that, we will create
a large community of supporters.”
It is this standardization which has been
key to INTTRA’s success and although looking
back is not something that comes naturally
to Bloom, he does concede that INTTRA has
made a unique contribution to the industry.
“I think that our greatest contribution is that
we fulﬁlled a longstanding industry request.
Yesterday the ‘e’ in e-commerce may have
stood for esoteric; today, you can say it stands
for everyday.” And when it comes to the
future, he is a little less restrained but equally
to the point. “I want INTTRA to be a top 100
place to work,” he says.
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INFRASTRUCTURE
BOOK REVIEWS UPDATE

What do the Ku Klux Klan
and a group of real estate
agents have in comon?
FREAKONOMICS
A ROGUE ECONOMIST EXPLORES THE HIDDEN SIDE OF EVERYTHING
STEVEN D. LEVITT & STEPHEN J. DUBNER
Reviewed by Turloch Mooney

Freakonomics doesn’t quite live up to its
subtitle of exploring the Hidden Side of
Everything, but it does have a good stab
at proving that there is a hidden side to
everything; and that if you’re prepared to
spend the time, and maybe have a Harvard
degree in economics, you can uncover and
even measure it.
The book basically involves ‘rogue’
economists Levitt and Dubner (Levitt was
described by the Wall Street Journal as
the Indiana Jones of economists) applying
economic analysis tools to those everyday
questions that hit you as you’re walking down
the street: what do schoolteachers and Sumo
wrestlers have in common? Why do drug
dealers still live with their moms? And, my
own favourite, how is the Ku Klux Klan like a
group of real estate agents?
The book doesn’t really have a central
theme. What it does have is a handful of core
ideas that underpin its approach to these and
other questions, namely:
1. Incentives are the cornerstone of modern
life and understanding them is key to
solving just about any riddle.
2. Conventional wisdom is often wrong and
a combination of fabrication, self-interest
and convenience.
3. Dramatic eﬀects often have distant, even
subtle causes.
4. ‘Experts’ use their informational advantage
to serve their own agendas.
5. Knowing what to measure and how to
measure it makes a complicated world
much less so.
Supply Chain Asia July/August 2007

One reason the book has been so
successful is that most people can relate to
these ideas, and many of us have developed
an instinctual understanding of them to help
as we go about our daily lives.
For instance, most of us know that
despite the sales pitch, our ﬁnancial advisor
may not be making the absolute best choice
from our point of view in terms of what to
do with our money but is probably skewing
his informational advantage to serve his own
needs and incentives as well.
The book is also appealing because
anything that contributes to our
understanding of what motivates people to
act and do what they do, in both business
and social settings, is welcome in a practical
sense and, frankly, pretty fascinating in a
philosophical sense as well.
Levitt and Dubner do a good job of
looking at fundamental things in a fresh
manner and explaining some of the hidden
forces behind people’s actions and certain
events in society, sometimes to much
controversy.
Their most controversial thesis to date,
explained at length in the book, is based
on the dramatic drop in crime in the US in
the 1990s. Oft attributed to factors such
as increased numbers of police, more
innovative policing strategies, population
ageing and the strong economy at the time,
the authors crunch whatever numbers they
can ﬁnd and conclude the single biggest
factor was Roe Vs Wade in 1973, the court
case that extended legalized abortion

throughout the US.
Brieﬂy, the thesis goes something like this:
legalized abortion led to less unwantedness;
unwantedness leads to high crime; legalized
abortion, therefore, led to less crime.
Cheating, and the incentives that
underpin it, is studied in the book at length.
Chicago schoolteachers and Sumo wrestlers
get a hard time, as do ‘experts’ on specialized
subjects such as real estate agents and the
Ku Klux Klan.
But despite the conclusion that just about
everybody cheats if the stakes are right, the
overall message is positive. An enthralling
and detailed study of the business of a
Washington investment banker turned bagel
seller justiﬁes the Adam Smith quote that,
“How selﬁsh soever man may be supposed,
there are evidently some principles in his
nature, which interest him in the fortune of
others, and render their happiness necessary
to him, though he derives nothing from it,
except the pleasure of seeing it.”
A criticism? The book is too short by
half despite the addition of entries from
the Freakonomics blog. These additions are
fun (including a colourful account of a trip
by Levitt and Dubner to deliver a lecture
at Google headquarters) but I was left
thirsting for application of Freakonomics
to more of the situations we come across
in our everyday lives.

INFRASTRUCTURE
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Off the back of a lorry
ILLICIT
HOW SMUGGLERS, TRAFFICKERS AND COPYCATS
ARE HIJACKING THE GLOBAL ECONOMY
MOISES NAIM
Reviewed by Sam Chambers
You and I are both helping criminals day in, day out.
Me, a lowly paid scribe, by purchasing knock oﬀ DVDs
from Shenzhen, and you, the transportation industry,
for inadvertently assisting in that other, less reported
product of globalization – illicit trade, which has soared to
become a trillion dollar business over the past decade.
In Illicit: How Smugglers, Traﬃckers and Copycats Are
Hijacking the Global Economy, Moisés Naím, the editor
of weighty American magazine Foreign Policy, has
attempted to shed light on this murky sector of the world
economy. What he manages to show quite brilliantly
is how nimble and intertwined these shady deals are.
Whether it’s fake Viagra, organ smuggling, money
laundering or weapons traﬃcking, all these antics have
become far easier and far more common in line with the
globalization of the world economy.
Money laundering, for instance, accounts for up to
10% of the world's GDP, or as much US$5trn. Or while it
took 400 years to shift 12 million slaves across the Atlantic,
30 million people have been sold into the sex trade in
southeast Asia in the past decade alone.
Naim’s work is the perfect antidote to Thomas L.
Friedman’s The World Is Flat: A Brief History of the Twentyﬁrst Century, showing the ﬂip side of the interconnected
world economy.
The author suggests Washington’s blinkered pursuit
of terrorists is wrong; illicit trade is as big a threat as
terrorism, perhaps even more destabilizing than the
evil machinations of Osama bin Laden. Though, as Naím
makes clear, where there is traﬃcking, more often than
not terrorists are involved somewhere along the supply
chain.
The titans of this underground economy use many
of the same technologies that Nike or Wal-Mart do. Yet
these are not like the cocaine cartels of the 1980s: they
tend to be super flexible, de-centralised, borderless
networks that are always leaps and bounds ahead of
state jurisdictions.
Is there a solution to hand? Naim fails to oﬀer one
and this is the sole criticism one can level at him – the
lack of original reporting. Naim’s ability as an editor is
undeniable. He has weaved together countless disparate
clippings of trafficking tales yet the book needs an
injection of originality. Nevertheless, for all of us involved
in the supply chain business, his book is an essential,
eye-opening read.
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A bible for
quick-change
supply chains
LIVING SUPPLY CHAINS: HOW TO MOBILIZE THE
ENTERPRISE AROUND DELIVERING WHAT YOUR
CUSTOMERS WANT ("FINANCIAL TIMES")
JOHN GATTORNA
Reviewed by Paul Lim
Despite the accumulated body of knowledge and
practical experience of the last 50 years, we are still
largely ignorant about the underlying mechanisms at
work in corporate logistics networks, and by extension,
supply chains.
This continuing situation is leading to diminished or
unfulﬁlled performance at best, and large-scale failures
of transformational programs at worst, all evident in
the pages of the world's business and ﬁnancial press
on a daily basis.
The missing 'ingredient' in this whole-of-enterprise
performance equation is the pivotal role played by
humans, both on the outside (in the form of customers/
end-users/consumers), and on the inside (in the form of
Boards, management and employees).
However, simply knowing more about human
behaviour in vacuum is not enough; rather, it is the
linkages and interactions between the 'hard' tangible
assets and resources of an enterprise, and the 'softer'
human side that must be more fully comprehended
and operationalized.
The book is designed to ﬁll this void in our knowledge
by providing a robust framework that links customers/
markets, operational strategy, cultural capability, and the
leadership style of the enterprise, and Gattorna achieves
this objective with ease.
Perhaps most telling of its quality is that Living
Supply Chains was nominated by its publisher FT
Pearson, for the FT Goldman Sachs Global Business
Book Award, and the MCA/Management Today Best
Management Book Award. It is rare that you come across
books that look so deeply at supply chain practice that
are nominated for general business book awards and
Gattorna’s contribution to the supply chain world is well
worth the accolades.
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Supply Chain Asia Logistics

wards

November 22
Bauhinia Room, Hong Kong Convention & Exhibition Centre.

New categories and selection process brings
more integrity and relevance to the Awards
that the industry wants to win.
The Supply Chain Asia industry community will host the Supply
Chain Asia Logistics Awards at the Bauhinia Room in the Hong
Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC), in Hong Kong
on November 22nd.
The new Awards represent an evolvement of the highly
successful Asia Logistics Awards to a new level that reﬂects the
continuous changes in the global and regional logistics industry.
The fundamental objective of the Awards – to recognize and
applaud key players in the logistics industry in Asia – remains the
same, but new categories, criteria and voting procedures have been
developed to improve the event and ensure it continues to reﬂect
ongoing changes in the regional logistics sector.
Voting for ﬁnalists is now available online through the Supply
Chain Asia web community as well as to the readership of the new
Supply Chain Asia magazine.
Ballot forms are included in this issue of Supply Chain Asia
magazine. To participate in the Awards, please ﬁll in your form
and fax back to +65 64157211
The updated category list for the Supply Chain Asia Logistics
Awards 2007 is as follows:
• Asian 3PL of the Year
• The Ethical Responsibility Award
• The Green Supply Chain Award
• Shipping Line of the Year
• Air Cargo Carrier of the Year
• Seafreight Forwarder of the Year
• Airfreight Forwarder of the Year
• Container Terminal of the Year
• Air Cargo Terminal of the Year
• The Supply Chain Software Award
• Project Forwarder of the Year
• Global 3PL of the Year
• Express & Mail Operator of the Year
• Supply Chain Manager of the Year
• The Supply Chain Security Award’
• Supply Chain Visionary of the Year
Finalists in the Awards will be chosen through an audited ballot of the 8,700 readership of Supply Chain Asia magazine and of the 12,000-member Supply Chain Asia community.
Ballot forms, which are numbered and traceable to prevent companies voting for themselves or voting more than once, are included in this issue of Supply Chain Asia magazine and
are also available online at www.supplychainasia.com
Finalists in each category will be asked to submit a 200-word write-up on why they feel they should win the Award for which they have been nominated. Outright winners will be
chosen by a panel of independent judges, the names of whom will be announced in the Sept/Oct issue of Supply Chain Asia magazine.
For further
information
on the2007
Awards, please visit www.supplychainasia.com
Supply
Chain
Asia July/August

Voting criteria for the
Supply Chain Asia Logistics Awards
Asian 3PL of the Year
• Nominated companies should have their global
headquarters located in Asia
• Ability to understand clients needs (partnering)
• Range of specialized services on offer
• Size of transport and warehouse network
• IT capability
• Level of local knowledge of developing Asian
markets
• Cost of services
The Green Supply Chain Award
• Nominated companies should be recognized as
leaders in the ﬁeld of building environmental
sustainability into industry and should have a
track record of excellence in environmental
standards in creation and deliverance of
products and services
• Companies should be proven to regularly take
measures to improve their environmental
performance, such as through application of
environmental criteria to assess and choose
suppliers, and study and action to control
emissions from transportation requirements
• Companies should adhere to and/or outperform
all official national, regional and global
environmental guidelines set for their industry
• Companies should be profitable in the past
year and show a strong recent track record of
proﬁtability
The Supply Chain Security Award
• Nominated companies should have implemented
a customised security policy relevant to the
organisation.
• Evidence that the policy is fully supported by
top management, and includes regular security
education and training initiatives for staff.
• Evidence that the policy is uniformly applied
across the organisation, covering people,
property and information.
• Participation in and adherence to a best
practice security management system, such as
C-TPAT, ISO28000, WCO Authorised Economic
Operator.
• Proof or regular audits and review of security
policy and implementation, and evidence of
regular adjustments and improvements.
The Ethical Responsibility Award
• Nominated companies should be proven leaders
in corporate ethics in the transportation and
supply chain industries
• Companies should have ongoing programs in
social responsibility that demonstrate sincerity
and vibrancy
• Companies should have proven the overcoming
of a recent challenge with integrity or taken
recent steps to show their ethical responsibility
is still important to their overall growth
• Companies should be profitable in the past
year and show a strong recent track record of
proﬁtability
Global 3PL of the Year
• Ability to understand client’s business
• Size of warehouse and transport network

•
•
•
•
•

IT know-how and systems
Level of product visibility offered
Level of customer service
Range of value added services
Launch/upgrade of new products/services in the
past 12 months

Shipping Line of the Year
• Schedule reliability
• Rates/value for money
• Service speed
• Size of network
• Level of customer service
• Quality and range of logistics services
• Launch/upgrade of new products/services in the
past 12 months
Seafreight Forwarder of the Year
• Standard of customer service
• Relationship with shipping lines
• Flexibility of service
• Cost/value for money
• Range of value added services
• Launch/upgrade of new products/services in the
past 12 months
Container Terminal of the Year
• Cost of services
• Level of customer service
• Standard of facilities
• Overall supply chain integration
• Application of IT systems
• Frequency of liner calls
• Level of communication with lines and other
customers
• Distribution facilities
Air Cargo Carrier of the Year
• Range of products available
• Reliability of guaranteed services
• Size of network
• Understanding of customer needs
• Efﬁciency in processing documentation
• Partnering initiatives
• Launch/upgrade of new products/services in the
past 12 months
Airfreight Forwarder of the Year
• Standard of customer service
• Flexibility of service
• Cost/value for money
• Size of network
• Range of value added services on offer
• Launch/upgrade of new products/services in the
past 12 months
Air Cargo Terminal of the Year
• Handling charges
• Level of customer services
• Sophistication of facilities
• Overall efﬁciency
• Incidents of mishandling
• Airline network coverage
• Use of IT
• Launch/upgrade of new products/services in the
past 12 months

Express & Mail Operator of the Year
• Cost & reliability of services
• Network coverage and expansion initiatives
• Level of customer service
• Range of guaranteed products on offer in Asia
• Launch/upgrade of new products/services in the
past 12 months
The Supply Chain Software Award
• Range and ﬂexibility of solutions on offer
• Level of customer service
• Standard of consulting/training services
• Speed and efficiency of implementation of
solutions
• Launch/upgrade of new products/services in the
past 12 months
Project Forwarder of the Year
• Planning and scheduling accuracy
• Level of customer service
• Ability to handle unexpected problems
• Ability to achieve goals in isolated locations
• Level of efﬁciency in dealing with customs in
developing countries
• Network coverage
• Launch/upgrade of new products/services in the
past 12 months
*nominees can be state, semi-state or private
companies but must have an Asian presence

Sponsor proﬁle

The TT Club

The TT Club is the international transport
and logistics industry’s leading provider of
insurance and related risk management services.
Established in 1968, as a mutual association,
the Club specialises in the insurance of liabilities
and equipment for multi-modal operators.
Customers are drawn from a wide range of the
worlds shipping lines, port operators, freight
forwarders, cargo handling terminals and logistics
companies.
Having developed in step with the multimodal industry, TT Club is recognised as an
independent industry forum, liaising with
national and international trade and government
associations, including FIATA, IAPH, IMO and ICHCA.
Since its inception, TT Club has grown steadily in
terms of premium income, at an average rate of
10% per annum for the last 20 years, rising from
net premiums of US$14.5m in 1980 to US$207m
in 2006. Customer loyalty has been an essential
factor in this growth. Indeed, 93% of Members
stay with the Club at renewal each year.
TT Club has:
• Ofﬁces in 19 locations
• 1000 Members in 150 countries
TT Club insures:
• 70% of the world’s container ﬂeet
• Over 2000 port/terminal operations
• 4000 transport and logistics operations
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ON THE ROAD

TOP

PS – Did you know you can earn
American, United and Northwest miles
with the Starwood American Express card?
( With the Starwood American Express
card you earn Starwood points that can
be converted into miles later on.) Did you
know that the Diners Club card is now
accepted wherever MasterCard is accepted
and that it also includes redemption with
American, United and Northwest? We
realize that neither man nor woman will
spend by one credit card alone. The best
wallet has a Visa, a MasterCard and either
an American Express or Diners Club card.
The reason is need. Many hotel and other
programs run promotions that earn extra
bonus miles/points when paying with a
particular type of credit card so do as the
Boy Scouts do and always be prepared.

tips

mileage
In the current era of
bankrupt airlines,
fewer award seats
and higher fees,
it’s more important
than ever to
closely monitor
one’s frequent
ﬂyer program
activities and make
adjustments as
circumstances
dictate.

C

onsider the following suggestions
-- based on tips included in ”Mileage
Pro - The Insider’s Guide to Frequent
Flyer Programs” by Randy Petersen and Tim
Winship -- a checklist for mileage success in
the new era.
1. Make elite status a priority
Qualify for elite membership. Nothing is as
important as earning elite status in your
primary loyalty programs. Verify the number
of miles needed to qualify in both your
airline and hotel programs. It’s well worth
scheduling an extra ﬂight or night in a hotel
if that’s all that stands between you and the
extensive beneﬁts of elite membership.
2. Eat out often -- savour the miles
One of the fastest ways to a free award is to
skip airline food and go straight to a favourite
restaurant. In this case, your favourite one will
oﬀer from one to three to ten miles for every
dollar you spend there. Still be careful. Some
require you to show your airline card, while
Supply Chain Asia July/August 2007

others restrict visiting the same restaurant
more than once a month to earn miles. Best
advice: join several airline dining programs
such as the United Mileage Plus Dining or
American AAdvantage Dining programs by
Rewards Network to stay active in airline
programs that have expiring miles. Use these
types of miles to “top oﬀ” accounts in your
less active programs.
3. Anticipate the competitive response
When one big program oﬀers an unbeatable
bonus opportunity, expect that other
programs soon will match and make your
travel plans accordingly. For example, in July
2005 when American introduced 750-mile
distance awards for only 15,000 miles, United
matched it just a few days later.
4. Know thy programs
While you might be collecting miles, we
always advise choosing points over miles
with Marriott and Priority Club. The reason is
simple: both allow you to convert to miles at
any time. If you choose miles right away, you
have forfeited your freedom of choice.
5. What’s in your wallet?
Be a mileage consumer, but look closely at
your credit card choices. Flexibility is the
name of the game and American Express
and Diners Club are looking pretty good
right now.

6. Withdraw miles only as needed
Need miles for an award this year? If so,
move the exact number of miles from your
Priority Club, American Express Membership
Rewards, Diners Club Rewards, Visa Rewards
or Starwood programs into your primary
airline program. Never ever turn more points
into miles than you actually need.
7. Take a second look
OK, you are a hotel kind of person who stays
at Brand X. But shop around for other sleep
programs. Many new rewards and positive
changes to old programs crop up
8. Rack up free nights
Once you’ve got enough miles for free air
travel, start opting for points instead of
miles in your hotel program. By booking
enough stays you can get free lodging to
use with your ﬂight awards for an almost-free
vacation.
9. Plan ahead
Many programs have raised the cost of
certain fees associated with express service
for an award. Plan ahead and your award will
remain free.
10. Loyalty has its rewards
To paraphrase Mark Twain, rumours of the
death of loyalty’s rewards have been greatly
exaggerated. Know your primary program
partners (airline, hotel, car rental) and stick
with them. The payoﬀ in miles, awards and
recognition will be worth it.
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To sell-out or to
persevere, that is
the question
M

any Asian companies are
built on tradition. Most of
Asia’s conglomerates can
be traced back to a founder, often an
immigrant, who struggled against
the odds, ultimately succeeding in
building an empire.
In the logistics and supply
chain arena, this story is repeated.
However, while we see relatively
few conglomerates in this ﬁeld, and
certainly few that excel to the level of
Li & Fung, Linfox and YCH, we do see
many Asian logistics and supply chain
solutions companies that come with a
history of a founder-parent. But with
the rising consolidation in this market,
it is feared by many that we will soon
witness the disappearance of these
strong-tradition companies, as they
give themselves up to lucrative merger
and acquisition deals.
This begs the question of whether

we may be abandoning our values,
and succumbing to offers of more
money in exchange for businesses
built by our forefathers.
Let’s examine some key issues
facing homegrown Asian logistics
enterprises at the moment.
With many developing countries
opening up their economies to attract
foreign investment, it is inevitable that
they will also be opening themselves
up to competition. And with logistics
a core component of any economy’s
success, it will always be a place of
competition. Restricting local rules
to keep foreign companies out of
the ﬁeld is futile and in the long run
bad for the industry, although several
countries ﬁnd ways to do this and keep
their homegrown supply chain and
logistics companies strong, whether
as wholly-owned entities or through
joint ventures.
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In the midst of growing
competition, many local enterprises
ﬁnd themselves in a situation where
winning can mean tighter margins and
constraints on limited resources. Rather
than finding new ways to beat the
competition, some ﬁnd an oﬀer from
a major player or private equity too
good to reject. With limited resources
and having struggled to build the
businesses over generations, it is not
diﬃcult for some entrepreneurs to give
in and accept an oﬀer that could feed
another three generations.

Asia, unlike Europe and
the US, is fragmented
not only in regulation but
in culture, aptitude, work
ethics and infrastructure
development. This
background forms a
challenging environment
that cannot be dealt
with by simply throwing
more money into it.
China presents one of
the best examples of
companies losing millions
simply because they
believe they can buy
their way to success in
the market. Given this
back-drop, does it not
seem premature for Asian
companies to relinquish
control over their
businesses when they
could potentially build
supply chain empires as
large as those of DHL or
UPS?
The global supply chain industry
will continue to evolve and Asia
will certainly play a pivotal role in
this evolution. The successful Asian
enterprise will be the one who dares
to persevere through the changes and
believe that everything is a possibility
once one is willing to drive forward.
July/August 2007 Supply Chain Asia
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Top worldwide logistics companies (by revenue)
Rk
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Company

Nat.

DPWN (DHL)
UPS
FedEx
Maersk
Cosco
Deutsche Bahn (2)
TPG (TNT)
Nippon Express
NYK Line
Union Paciﬁc Corp
Mitsui OSK Lines
Burlington Northern St Fe
Yamato Transport
Kuehne & Nagel
Norfolk Sourthern Corp
CSX Corp
SNCF
Panalpina
US Freightways
Yellow (inc. Roadway)

GER
USA
USA
DEN
CHI
GER
HOL
JAP
JAP
USA
JAP
USA
JAP
SWI
USA
USA
FRA
SWI
USA
USA

(1)

Main Sectors

Rev ($m)

Mail, express, logistics, ﬁnance
Express, logistics
Express
Shipping, freight forwarding, logistics
Shipping
Rail freight, logistics
Mail, express, logistics
Freight forwarding, logistics
Shipping, freight forwarding, logistics
Rail freight, logistics
Shipping
Rail freight, logistics
Logistics
Freight forwarding, logistics
Rail freight, logistics
Rail freight, logistics
Rail freight, logistics
Freight forwarding, logistics
Trucking
Trucking

90,615
48,875
43,736
39,368
31,860
27,258
22,364
21,867
18,325
11,661
11,092
16,128
13,245
13,091
12,942
11,790
11,316
10,832
9,848
9,724

Note: Revenues listed with respect to entire companies; not just logistics unit
Source: Transport Intelligence, 2006 (revenue data from 2005), excludes large incumbent mail companies (e.g. La Poste, Royal Mail, Japan Post,...)
(1)
(2)
Includes Exel
Includes Schenker and BAX

Top 20 cargo airports 2006

Top 20 container ports

(Total cargo: loaded and unloaded freight and mail in metric tonnes)

Rank

City (Airport)

Total Cargo

(by throughput in million teu)

% Change

Port

2006 teu

2005 teu

% Change

1

MEMPHIS, TN (MEM)

3 692 205

2.6

1

SINGAPORE

24.80

23.19

6.9

2

HONG KONG, CN (HKG)

3 608 789

5.1

2

HONG KONG

23.30

22.60

3.1

3

ANCHORAGE, (ANC)*

2 608 789

5.9

3

SHANGHAI

21.71

18.08

20.1

4

SEOUL, KR (ICN)

2 336 571

8.7

4

SHENZHEN

18.26

16.16

13.0

5

TOKYO, JP (NRT)

2 280 026

(0.5)

5

BUSAN

12.03

11.84

1.6

6

SHANGHAI, CN (PVG)

2 159 321

16.3

6

KAOHSIUNG

9.77

9.47

3.2

7

FRANKFURT, DE (FRA)

2 127 797

8.4

7

ROTTERDAM

9.69

9.28

4.4

8

LOUISVILLE, KY (SDF)

1 982 985

9.3

8

HAMBURG

8.95

8.10

10.5

9

SINGAPORE, SG (SIN)

1 931 881

4.2

9

DUBAI

8.92

7.61

17.2

10

LOS ANGELES, CA (LAX)

1 907 173

(1.1)

10

LOS ANGELES

8.46

7.49

12.9

11

PARIS, FR (CDG)

1 854 950

5.0

11

QINGDAO

7.51

6.31

19.0

12

MIAMI, FL (MIA)

1 830 592

3.9

12

LONG BEACH

7.29

6.70

8.8

13

TAIPEI, TW (TPE)

1 698 808

(0.4)

13

NINGBO

7.06

5.21

35.5

14

NEW YORK, NY (JFK)

1 660 158

0.2

14

ANTWERP

7.01

6.49

8.0

15

CHICAGO, IL (ORD)

1 618 331

4.8

15

GUANGZHOU*

6.60

4.68

41.6

16

AMSTERDAM, NL (AMS)

1 559 787

4.3

16

PORT KLANG

6.32

5.54

14.5

17

DUBAI, AE (DXB)

1 503 696

14.4

17

TIANJIN

5.90

4.80

22.9

18

LONDON, GB (LHR)

1 343 932

(3.1)

18

NEW YORK - NEW JERSEY*

5.17

4.79

7.9

19

BANGKOK, TH (BKK)

1 181 814

3.6

19

TANJUNG PELEPAS

4.80

4.17

15.0

20

INDIANAPOLIS, IN (IND)

1 044 293

0.3

20

XIAMIN*

4.01

3.34

20.1

Airports participating in the Airports Council International Annual Traﬃc Statistics Collection.
* ANC data includes transit freight.

Published ﬁgures except * as forecast by Dynamar Trade Review 2007

Airfreight Traffic

YOY Change

25%

Baird Regional Airfreight Demand Indices

20%

20%

15%

15%

10%

10%

5%

5%

0%

0%

-5%

-5%

-10%

-10%
Jul-03 Nov-03 Mar-04 Jul-04 Nov-04 Mar-05 Jul-05 Nov-05 Mar-06 Jul-06 Nov-06 Mar-07
Asia

Sources: Industry Sources, Baird Estimates
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Growth rate of GDP (% per year)
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007 (E)

2008(E)

7.5
9.1
1.8
7.0
4.0
4.2

7.3
10.0
3.2
3.1
6.5
3.4

8.4
10.1
8.6
4.7
10.8
6.1

8.3
10.4
7.5
4.0
6.6
4.0

8.7
10.7
6.8
5.0
8.4
4.6

8.0
10.0
5.4
4.5
7.0
4.3

8.0
9.8
5.2
4.8
7.0
4.5

SOUTH ASIA
Afghanistan, Islamic Rep. of
Bangladesh
Bhutan
India
Maldives
Nepal
Pakistan
Sri Lanka

3.7
28.6
4.4
10.0
3.8
6.5
-0.4
3.1
4.0

7.8
15.7
5.3
7.6
8.5
8.5
3.0
4.7
6.0

7.4
8.0
6.3
6.8
7.5
9.5
3.5
7.5
5.4

8.7
14.0
6.0
6.5
9.0
-4.5
2.3
8.6
6.0

8.7
8.0
6.7
9.0
9.2
18.2
2.3
6.6
7.2

7.7
10.0
6.5
18.0
8.0
12.1
2.8
6.8
6.1

8.0
10.0
7.0
10.0
8.3
8.0
2.8
6.5
6.0

SOUTHEAST ASIA
Cambodia
Indonesia
Lao Peopleís Dem. Rep.
Malaysia
Myanmar
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand
Viet Nam

4.8
6.2
4.5
5.9
4.4
12.0
4.4
4.2
5.3
7.1

5.3
8.6
4.8
6.1
5.5
13.8
4.9
3.1
7.1
7.3

6.5
10.0
5.0
6.4
7.2
13.6
6.2
8.8
6.3
7.8

5.6
13.4
5.7
7.0
5.2
13.2 5.0
6.6
4.5
8.4

6.0
10.4
5.5
7.3
5.9
-5.4
7.9
5.0
8.2

5.6
9.5
6.0
6.8
5.4
–
5.4
6.0
4.0
8.3

5.9
9.0
6.3
6.5
5.7
–
5.7
5.5
5.0
8.5

6.4

7.1

7.9

7.9

8.3

7.6

7.7

EAST ASIA
China, People’s Rep. of
Hong Kong, China
Korea, Rep. of
Mongolia
Taipei,China

AVERAGE
- = data not available.

source: Asian Development Bank

Growth rate of merchandise exports (% per year)
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007(E)

2008(E)

EAST ASIA
China, People’s Rep. of
Hong Kong, China
Korea, Rep. of
Mongolia
Taipei,China

12.2
22.4
4.9
7.9
3.2
7.1

22.6
34.6
12.1
20.7
16.2
11.3

28.0
35.4
15.9
30.6
39.0
21.1

19.0
28.5
11.2
12.1
22.1
8.8

19.0
26.0
9.0
14.8
43.6
12.8

13.6
18.0
3.6
13.5
20.0
8.8

14.0
16.0
10.1
14.2
20.0
9.4

SOUTH ASIA
Afghanistan, Islamic Rep. of
Bangladesh
Bhutan
India
Maldives
Nepal
Pakistan
Sri Lanka
Southeast Asia
Cambodia
Indonesia
Lao People’s Dem. Rep.
Malaysia
Myanmar
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand
Viet Nam

13.6
82.1
-7.6
4.1
20.3
20.1
-20.3
2.3
-2.4
5.1
12.7
3.1
2.3
7.2
-3.9
9.9
3.0
4.8
11.2

20.9
46.7
9.5
8.9
23.3
14.9
-13.8
20.1
9.2
12.9
17.9
8.4
21.6
11.0
12.6
2.7
15.0
18.2
20.6

24.0
-13.3
15.9
39.7
28.5
19.1
14.8
13.5
12.2
20.4
24.1
10.4
11.0
20.9
8.2
9.8
24.3
21.6
31.4

20.8
-2.6
14.0
18.0
23.4
-10.7
11.0
16.2
10.2
15.1
12.4
22.9
31.4
12.0
–
3.7
15.6
15.0
22.5

18.8
7.9
21.6
61.0
20.0
39.7
4.2
14.0
8.5
17.9
26.9
18.1
50.9
16.9
–
14.0
18.3
17.4
23.0

14.7
5.9
20.0
–
16.0
7.8
4.7
8.0
7.0
10.0
14.3
9.8
52.0
9.5
–
6.5
10.5
7.9
19.0

14.6
5.2
18.0
–
15.0
–
6.0
15.0
8.0
10.7
9.4
12.0
54.0
10.6
–
9.5
10.0
8.9
18.0

SOUTHEAST ASIA
Cambodia
Indonesia
Lao People’s Dem. Rep.
Malaysia
Myanmar
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand
Viet Nam

5.1
12.7
3.1
2.3
7.2
-3.9
9.9
3.0
4.8
11.2

12.9
17.9
8.4
21.6
11.0
12.6
2.7
15.0
18.2
20.6

20.4
24.1
10.4
11.0
20.9
8.2
9.8
24.3
21.6
31.4

15.1
12.4
22.9
31.4
12.0
–
3.7
15.6
15.0
22.5

17.9
26.9
18.1
50.9
16.9
–
14.0
18.3
17.4
23.0

10.0
14.3
9.8
52.0
9.5
–
6.5
10.5
7.9
19.0

10.7
9.4
12.0
54.0
10.6
–
9.5
10.0
8.9
18.0

9.9

19.5

25.7

18.4

19.0

12.7

13.1

AVERAGE
- = not available.

source: Asian Development Bank
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BLOGS

INFRASTRUCTURE UPDATE

Supply

Chain

Blo gger

B

ecause of their low-tech, easy-to-use
nature, blogs have exploded not
only as forums to discuss celebrity
and political goings-on, but as a resource
tool for finding solutions to real business
challenges. With an increasing interest in
logistics and supply chains, there is also a rise
in the number of blogs on such issues on the
net. Below are some excerpts of supply chain
blogs we found on the World Wide Web.
Top 25 Supply Chains
AMR Research reports that corporations
that have adopted demand-driven supply
chains are signiﬁcantly outperforming their
competitors. It seems that most demanddriven companies maximize sales while
minimizing safety stock. Listed amongst
these are Dell, Nokia, Proctor & Gamble,
IBM, Wal-Mart, Toyota, Johnson & Johnson,
Johnson Controls, Tesco and PepsiCo.
A blogger response - How can small
companies compete with the leverage that a
big company has? We want to negotiate good
transportation agreements but we can’t get
noticed by the carriers.
– SCM Wire
Taking the call…
So by subterfuge, recommendation or a
little bit of both, the head-hunter or their
researcher has managed to get through
to you. When this call arrives is always
inconvenient and most often the reaction
is to get rid of them. After all you’re busy
and have far more important things to do.
They might only be using you as an unpaid
researcher – looking for recommendations
as they can’t get past switchboard or are
struggling with hundreds of Vice Presidents
whose job titles render no clue as to what
they actually do. But they might actually
Supply Chain Asia July/August 2007

be of use to you. After all how else are you
going to hear about the really juicy job
opportunities elsewhere in your sector, at
that key competitor for instance? Let them
speak, or arrange a time to talk when you can.
And mine them. How did they hear of you?
What’s the role? What’s the challenge? Why
should this really interest me? Who are they?
The competent can answer these questions
directly or better in such a way that they really
tempt you into a meeting….then you can
start to take control….
– Blog @ IT Toolbox
Who said supply chains are boring?
Whenever I tell a friend, colleague or family
member about my job, as soon as the words
“supply chain” are muttered I immediately see
glassy eyes followed by a yawn or two. Little
do they realize that every time they purchase
a CD or a carton of milk they are completing
the end of the supply chain cycle. Without
supply chains consumers would be stuck
using products that they had to make or grow
with their own two hands.
– BlogSpot
3PL frustrations?
Your shipment is late, damaged, held up in
customs, lost, etc…any one of these issues
would most likely have you pulling your
hair out wondering why your favorite 3PL
continues to have these types of issues.
Actually the majority of shipments most likely
move from point A to B with little fanfare,
however when something does go wrong
it seems like it happens to every shipment.
I was once posed the question why 3PLs
seem to have limited quality control over
their services. The answer lies in the fact that
most 3PLs are non-asset based entities, for
the most part they do not own their own

aircraft, steamship lines, trucks, etc and
therefore rely heavily on the success of other
entities to manage diﬀerent components of
the supply chain. Overall, 3PLs tend to do
an excellent job providing transportation
services, however there is still much that can
be done to improve customer service and
provide pro-active communication in terms
of shipment status in order to alleviate the
stresses faced by today’s shippers.
– 3PL Wire
Warehousing in the future
Eight developments that will change
warehousing in the coming years:
• A greater emphasis on systems and ﬂow
in measuring performance
• Greater use of artiﬁcial intelligence
• Branding in the supply chain
• Simplified released-rate pricing to
eliminate liability hassles
• More paperless and almost laborless
operations
• More emphasis on worker education and
training
• Consolidation to two types of freight
carriers, linehaul and last mile
• Government involvement in rebuilding
the transportation infrastructure
– LogisticsList
New study
Three quarters of process industry companies
are redesigning their supply chains.
An Aberdeen study ﬁnds that companies
reducing supply chain costs are taking
dramatically diﬀerent actions in organization
structure.
To avoid a 7.96% increase in logistics
costs (what the average process industry
company has experienced in the past two
years) companies should follow the roadmap
of Best in Class companies, which have been
able to reduce costs or keep them ﬂat via
supply chain transformation. These are the
ﬁndings of a study of 74 process industry
companies conducted by Aberdeen, a
Harte-Hanks Company. Process industry
companies include those in the chemicals,
pharmaceuticals, food & beverage, oil & gas,
and pulp & paper sectors.
– SCM Pulse
Know of interesting logistics and supply chain
blogs? Drop us a line and we will feature
these blogs in our magazine. Send details to
blogs@supplychainasia.com
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